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Kendall, Khloé 

and Kylie 

dressed up  

for Snapchat

TURNTOPAGE4for
moreonthekardashians
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our surgeons  

kept our  
old noses
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 I’ve got  
eight filters  
on this and  
I still look  

like a normal

Even as  
a Grandma,  

I’m still going  
to have lips  

on fleek
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he finally unveiled her post

baby body last week, declaring

on her app that she’s lost 3st

since having baby Saint, but

still had “28lb [2st] to go”.

But while Kim puts her new 

look down to the Atkins diet  

and gym sessions, heat can 

reveal that she’s actually spent  

a huge $90k overhauling her 

body since the end of last year  

and she’s got another $50k of work planned  

over the next six weeks, taking her up to $140k 

(£100k) worth of post baby makeover.

Since Saint West was born on 5 December,

Kim has been getting secret surgery, sucking

out fat with liposuction, undergoing a tummy

tuck and erasing other “imperfections”

with laser treatments.

An insider close to the reality star tells us,

“Kim is obsessed with looking perfect and

it’s all been carefully orchestrated since about

month six of her pregnancy. She’s had three

consultations with her team, bringing in an

album of pictures of when she was slimmer

to show them how she wants to look. She’s not

going to stop until she gets her old body back.”

During her pregnancy, Kim, 35, publicly

moaned that she felt “fat as f**k” and couldn’t

wait to get started on her makeover. The source

says, “Starting with her face, she wanted a defined

jawline back because her neck and chin had

Kim
‘I’M S
£100
MY B
She’s already had a tu

now
The star looked 

noticeably 

slimmer in 

Beverly Hills  

last week

2015

With bump 

(and cape) 

in October
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She’s previously claimed to be surgery

free – saying in 2008, “I have not ever had

plastic surgery” – but old photos appear

to tell a di�erent story. Kim’s reportedly

had several things done, including…

● Rhinoplasty (nose job) to remove

the tip of her nose

● Lip fillers, likely to be Juvederm

● Cheek and chin fillers

● Botox on her face

● Laser resurfacing on her face

● Breast lift

● Brazilian butt lift, where fat is taken

from the abdomen or thigh and

transferred to the bum. Crucially, this

wouldn’t show up in an X-ray, like the

one she had in season six of Keeping

Up With The Kardashians. Cunning.

What she’s already had done…

become bloated and wobbly. She had lipo on her face

and neck, and once that was done, she got fillers put in

around her cheekbones, plus Botox on her lower face.”

And that nude selfie she posted earlier in March?

Looks like it was thinspiration for Kim, as the source 

adds, “She was desperate for a flat stomach and wanted 

to get rid of her post pregnancy pouch, so she had  

a discreet tummy tuck. She also elected for sculpted 

lipo, removing excess fat from her thighs, tummy  

and hips  but not the bum.” Well, obviously.

“She’s had her ass reshaped with lipo and Botox to lift 

it. She’s also had treatment to remove stretch marks 

and surgery scars. She had to wear a body stocking  

for six weeks and wasn’t allowed in the gym, so it’s  

only in the last three weeks she’s been working out.” 

The friend adds, “She’s having to wait for a boob lift 

until six months after stopping breast feeding, because 

milk’s still produced and the shape would be at risk. Kim 

wants perfect boobs, so she’ll wait. This is where much 

of the upcoming $50k doctor’s fee will be spent.”

There’s now a six week intense diet and exercise  

plan regime in place to help Kim lose the rest of her  

baby weight and tone up. “The lipo took care of her 

excess fat, but she thinks her body is still quite droopy 

and the muscles can only be toned in the gym.”

And it’s not just Kim who’s obsessed with her body.

Another insider claims Kanye puts pressure on his  

wife to look great for their brand. “He’s quick to critique 

what she needs to work on, what she’s failing at  he likes 

to think of himself as the ‘Master of Vision’. Kim being 

out of shape is not part of that vision. But he left the 

details to her  she’s not told him exactly what she’s had 

m:
PENDING
K TO GET
ODY BACK’

SURGERY
special

Kardashian 

ummy tuck, lipo and a bum lift – and there’s more to come

2 0 0 9
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done, but they did discuss ‘the easy option’, 

and ‘medical help’. He told her she should do 

whatever it takes to look good and be happy.”

Meanwhile, with the rest of the Kardashians 

never far from the surgeon’s knife themselves, 

it seems Kourtney is the only family member 

willing to tell Kim to stop. The source says, 

“Kourt is quite outspoken about it, even 

though she had her boobs done years ago.  

She tells Kim she’s addicted and that  

‘surgery won’t fix your problems.’”

Kim  for once, listen to your sister.

New

Kim

Natural 

Kim

2 0 0 6 n o w
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Khloé:

It took her a whole year to admit to having

lip fillers, and last week she complained on

Snapchat, “The fact we even still talk about

my lips is so crazy.” So, how about we talk

about those persistent rumours of jaw

shaving and other facial fillers instead?

Kylie’s credited “the best make-up artists”

for the dramatic di�erence in her lower face,

adding, “Contouring has changed my life!”

heat’s insider says, “You can get eclipsed

in that family, and Kylie felt like the plainest

for a long time – until she turned to surgery.”

Kylie:
‘SURGERY STOPPED

ME BEING PLAIN’

“The best form of revenge is a good body

okuuurrrrr!!” wrote Khloé Kardashian last

week, next to a picture of herself looking damn

good. But while the reality star’s lost 2st 7lbs,

her body transformation is not wholly down  

to daily gym visits. heat’s insider says that, 

after years of being anti-surgery, Khloé  has 

given way to the family’s surgery urge, and  

had herself a Brazilian bum lift, nose job,  

face and lip fillers – over the last two years.

“She’s always been insecure about being the 

‘ugly’ one in the family,” says an insider close to 

the reality star. Khloé  recently said, “There’s 

this misconception I’m not into plastic 

surgery, but I’m into it and I don’t care if you 

have it.” The friend adds, “For Khloé, surgery 

is a way to look good, but also fit in with her 

sisters. They work out together and now they 

can compare procedures, too. She especially 

loves her ‘Brazilian butt lift’ – where they 

inject fat into the buttocks to make them bigger 

and more rounded.” And after admitting, “I do 

want a boob job… I want them now” in a radio 

interview, it doesn’t seem like Khloé will be 

stopping any time soon. ■ Lucy vine

2 0 1 2 n o w

2 0 0 8 n o w

‘I’VE HAD A 
BUTT LIFT, NOW 
I WANT MY 
BOOBS DONE’

SURGERY
special

Kardashian 

Looking

fresh

Props to the 

make-up 

artists

Surgery

freedays

Khloé’s 

changing 

shape
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KrisJenner,60,hasadmittedtoa lotof

surgeryovertheyears: twoboobjobs(once

togobigger, thentogosmalleragain), “Botox

andfillersandlaserandthingslikethat”,and

sheevenhadafaceliftonKeepingUpWith

TheKardashians to lookgoodinthephotos

ofKim’sweddingtoKrisHumphries in2011.

Asyoudo.She’salwaysdeniedareportednose

job,butourKardashianinsiderssayshegoes

fora“freshenup”(whichhasincludedBotox,

lipoonherstomachandlegs,a laserfacelift

andhavingfattransferredintoherhandsto

makethemlookyounger)withthefamily

surgeon,DrGarthFisher,everysixmonths.

“Kris isextremelycriticalof herself when

shewatchestheshow,she’llpauseherself

inhighdefinitionandpickaparteverylittle

thing,”saysthefriend.“Sheknowsit’s

unhealthy,butshecan’tstopherself. It’s

totallycrazy,butKris isverycompetitive

withherdaughters.Shecomparesherself

tothem sheusedtolovesharingtheir

clothes,but latelyshe’sputonalittleweight.

Sheworksoutall thetime,buthermetabolism

just isn’twhat itusedtobe.”Well,Kris,

you’re lookingprettygoodtous.

SURGERY
special

Kardashian 

Kourtney: ‘WHO CARES
IF I HAVE FAKE BOOBS?’

Kendall: ‘I’M NOT SURGERY

OBSESSED LIKE MY SISTERS’

Actually, Kourt, 36, has had two ops. She’s openly admitted that

she had a boob job “in college” to go from a “B-cup to a C-cup”, and

then had some “adjustments” in 2009. “I have had breast implants,

but it’s so funny, ’cause it’s not a secret. I could not care less,” she

says. Kourt, we love your honesty.

Kris:
‘I’VE HAD 
SURGERY EVERY 
SIX MONTHS’

2 0 1 3

n o w

n o w
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Kendall’s the most natural family 

member, but last year her more 

shapely look prompted surgeons 

to tell heat it looked like “she’s had 

subtle breast augmentation”. 

Kendall, 20, denies surgery, and 

our insider says it’s because of her

modelling career. “She doesn’t

want people to think she’s like her

surgery-obsessed family,” we’re

told. “It could undermine her 

credibility as a catwalk model.”

…Kris at 

60. She’s 

barely 

changed!

Kris at 38 

is so much 

like…

One boob 

job down…
…and 

another

Petiteon

thebeach

Bigger  

on the red 

carpet
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special

Kardashian 
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Celeb Surgeon:

‘Rob’s had a
gastric band’

A
s the old saying goes, “When

the going gets tough, the

Kardashians get surgery.”

OK, it doesn’t, but it should.

Rob Kardashian was spotted

last week, looking a lot thinner

than he had just weeks before, and

celebrity surgeon Dr Sultan Hassan

tells heat it’s “likely his striking weight

loss has been aided by gastric surgery”.

Rob, 29, has been on a weight loss

mission since the new year with the help

of girlfriend Blac Chyna, 27. Last week,

the model posted a video on Snapchat of

the pair at the gym, and until now, we

thought it was thanks to her that Rob’s

tackling the weight he’s put on over the

last few years (reportedly 7st).

But Dr Hassan thinks Rob could’ve

taken a short cut. “The pictures of Rob

show evidence of fast and significant

‘global’ weight loss,” says Elite Surgical’s

lead plastic surgeon. “That means he’s

lost weight all over the body, face, neck

etc, making liposuction which is more

targeted unlikely. It is possible to lose

a lot of weight with intense exercise and

a strict diet, but very hard to do so in such

a short space of time without the help

of surgery. I think perhaps he’s had the

more permanent gastric balloon a less

invasive option that fills the stomach for

six months before being removed or the

gastric band a silicon device placed 

around the stomach entrance.

Both options restrict your food intake 

and make you feel full quicker. Patients 

can eat normal food, but typically can’t 

consume more than 1,000 calories a day, 

and lose around a stone per month.”

A friend close to the Keeping Up  

With The Kardashians star, who was 

hospitalised with Type 2 diabetes  

in December (often triggered by obesity) 

tells heat, “Rob’s got a purpose at last. 

Being so big made him reclusive for  

years he even missed Kim’s wedding  

in 2014 but Blac’s given him a reason  

to care about himself again. Also, the 

diabetes diagnosis freaked him out,  

he knew he had to make big changes.  

He finally seems happy again.” ■ Lucy vine

F e B n o w

We’ve all been shocked by Rob Kardashian’s 

weight loss but it may not all be down to the gym

Nice new   

figure. Shame 

about the  

sliders

Rob – here with 

Blac – looked 

much bigger  

last month

He looked healthy 

and happy with 

Blac’s son 

recently
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‘I don’t
you pa
with L
Chezza tells her man to steer clear  
of nightclubs and old bandmates in LA

E
xclusive beach 

clubs, posh 

restaurants,  

VIP nightclubs: 

there are a lot of 

amazing things  

to do if you’re a millionaire 

A-lister in Los Angeles.  

But since Cheryl 

Fernandez-Versini and 

Liam Payne arrived in the 

US two weeks ago, we’ve 

barely seen them out.  

And heat can reveal one 

reason is because Cheryl’s 

told Liam: “No partying 

with your mates” – including  

ex-One Direction bandmate 

Louis Tomlinson.

“Cheryl’s been in the 

studio working on new 

music practically day and 

night since she arrived in 

LA,” a close friend of the

star tells heat. “And she’s

begged Liam to do the  

same. They’re writing  

songs together, and she  

told Liam they’ll get a lot 

more done if he keeps the 

partying down. Of course, 

she knows he’d never cheat

on her, but I think she’s 

worried about all the 

attention he might get if  

he’s out with Louis. If Liam’s

even so much as pictured 

with another girl, it would 

start rumours.” It’s no 

secret that Cheryl’s got trust

issues – her first husband, 

Ashley Cole, was accused  

of cheating on her five times

– and our insider says that 

Liam’s happy to play by  

her new ‘love rules’. “Liam 

was invited out to 1 OAK 

nightclub last week for a 

producer mate’s birthday,

but he skipped the party

to go to the studio with

Cheryl,” says the friend.

“He’s really serious about

her and doesn’t want to

do anything that could

jeopardise the relationship.”

So, what are the pair

who’ve been dating since

December, following

Cheryl’s split from second

husband JB doing in LA?

 cheryl tel 

All work 

and no play  

suits Chezza 

just fine
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want
rtying 
ouis’

ls liam:

Thebigquestionis:what’sCheryl’snew

musicgoingtosoundlike?We’vediscovered

it’sgoinginaverydifferentdirection(no

punintended)toherlastalbum,Only

Human.Yes,Cheryl’sgoinghip-hop.

“Shewantshernextalbumtobefar

grittierandhavemoreofahip-hopvibe,

soshe’sworkingwithproducersincluding

Hit-Boy–he’sworkedwithRihanna,

Beyoncé,DrakeandKanye–andDJ

Mustard,who’sproducedtracksforMiley

Cyrus,FrenchMontanaandTyga.The

briefforsongwriterswas‘hip-hoptracks

withheavybeats’.She’salsobeeninthe

studiowithTheInvisibleMen–they’re

asongwriting/productiontriowho’ve

writtensongsforIggyAzaleaandJessieJ.

Cheryl’sworkedwiththembeforeonher

OnlyHumanalbum,andtheyco-wrote

TheShow forGirlsAloud.”

Asheatreportedlastweek,Cheryl’skeen

tobuildthepair’s imageasabrand,soLiam

–who’sbeeninthestudiowithrapperJuicy

Jrecently–isalsoco-writingsongs,and

we’retoldtheirrelationshipmightworkits

wayintothealbum.“Cheryl’snotgoingto

turnthisalbumintoabittertakeonher

marriageoranything,”saystheinsider.

“She’ll touchonit,butshesaysshe’sdone

withangrysongsaboutexesandwants

tosteerit inadifferentdirection.”

meet the new,
hip-hop cheryl... Chezpostedthis

shotofher inthe

studio lastweek

That’s what 

makes him dutiful: 

Liam’s playing by 

Cheryl’s rules

“Cheryl and Liam are 

renting a luxury house in  

the Hollywood Hills, and 

keeping a low profile,” says 

our insider. “Cheryl goes  

to a Bikram yoga class most 

mornings in Silverlake  

in East LA  she steers 

clear of all the ‘celeb’ 

workouts like Barry’s 

Bootcamp and SoulCycle, 

where she’d definitely get 

photographed. She goes to 

a recording studio in

Santa Monica by the

beach, or Will.i.am’s  

studio in his house in Los 

Feliz. She’s working most 

afternoons and evenings, 

and sometimes on the way 

home, she’ll treat herself  

to an In-N-Out Burger  

or Chick-fil-A. This trip,  

to her, is all about work,  

not partying.” And,  

y’know, burgers… ■ 

“If Cheryl asks, 

we just bumped 

into each  

other, right?”

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E
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NOOO! Billie and
Laurence separate

T
his is one showbiz 

break-up no one saw 

coming: last week,  

Billie Piper and Laurence

Fox announced their 

separation after eight

years of marriage in a Facebook

post, saying, “No third parties  

are involved.” The couple – who

have two children, Winston,  

seven, and Eugene, three – had 

always seemed loved-up, since they

met while co-starring in West End 

play Treats in 2007. But recently, 

cracks started to show – Billie  

was pictured looking upset and 

hiding her ring finger the day  

before the announcement, and 

Laurence had an onstage outburst 

earlier this month at his play  

The Patriotic Traitor, calling  

an audience member a “c**t”.

“Things have been increasingly 

diicult for them to deal with, and  

Laurence has not been in a good 

place as a result,” a friend tells us. 

“He can be grouchy at times and 

Billie has felt he’s not the carefree 

guy she fell in love with – it’s been 

lonely for her. Things have been 

bad for a while, but she’s been 

trying to put a brave face on it.”

Poor Billie might soon be 

putting on a brave face at the 

tattoo removal clinic – both  

her and Laurence had inkings  

saying “Mr Fox 31.12.07.”  

on their forearms to 

commemorate their wedding . 

Then, in 2011, she had “FOX” 

stamped on her wedding finger. 

It’s just never a good idea, is it? 

We thought these 

two were forever

Billie kept her 

left hand in her 

pocket the day 

before their 

announcement

earlierthisyear

Together back  

in 2014
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at this emotional time, to allow

them both to focus on their

beautiful daughter Sienna Rae, to

ensure her continued happiness.”

But the growing distance

between the couple has been

obvious for a while. Alan whose

Twitter timeline used to mostly

feature retweets from Lucy Jo

hasn’t tweeted about his wife

in six weeks. And he’s been

notably absent from Lucy Jo’s

social media for much longer.

The actress’ most recent picture

of her husband was in November

last year, and Alan’s only made

four appearances on her Instagram

in the last nine months. Even on

a family holiday to Portugal last

September, the Corrie veteran

who’s been on the show since 1998

only just made it into one montage

of photos. Instead, Lucy Jo’s

 een 14 years since their 

 met across the cobbles  

 oronation Street, but last 

k’s announcement that 

y-Jo Hudson and Alan 

sall’s relationship was  

  a bit too real life for us. 

 ted with shock to the 

heat can reveal that

on to end their seven year

has been a long time

and Lucy Jo is already

ose to her new co star.

mer couple better

their Corrie characters,

ris and Tyrone Dobbs

a two year old daughter,

a statement saying,

and Alan are sad to

e that they have separated.

hared many wonderful

ether and will remain

nds. They ask for privacy

 nnounced her divorce from 
ie star Alan Halsall last week. 

 she’s leaning on an old friend 

as Lucy-Jo
moved on from 

r split with this 
ollyoaks actor?

mostly posted pics of Sienna-Rae

or health related images, tweeting

last week that she “can’t wait to get

my fitness/health back on track”.

But, in a plot twist worthy of the

soaps, insiders say Lucy-Jo, 32,

who starred in the iconic show

from 2002 2005, has been crying

on the shoulder of a new co star.

She and Andy Moss (best known

for playing Rhys Ashworth in

Hollyoaks) have been filming

together on the set of BBC daytime

soap Doctors since 1 February,

and have been happy to show

of theirmutualafection.

Theypostedacosypicture

together,withAndycalling

Lucy Jo“super talented”and

his“darlin’”.Theytweeteach

otherregularlyandAndy

wroterecently, “Theonly

thingkeepingmesaneonthis

ridiculoustrainjourneyisthefact

IgettoworkwithmynewTVbae

@LucyJo_Hudsoninthemorning.”

We’re told thepair,who’ve

knowneachother since2003,

whenAndyappeared in two

episodesofCoronationStreet,

havebeengettingcloser since

Lucy JoandAlandecided

to split up.

“SheandAndyaredefinitely

veryfriendlyandhe’sbeen

ashouldertocryon.Hemakes

herlaughandtheygetonreally

well.Andy’shelpedherthrough

thistoughtimeandwillcontinue

todoso.Shereallyappreciates

himbeingthereforher.

“Atthemoment, theyarejust

friends.She’senjoyinghimbeing

adistractionfromhersplit.”

We’reoftodrownoursorrows

attheRoversReturn.■

“Andy makes her
laugh – they get on”

ndLucy-Jowith

hterSienna-Rae

inJune2015

Lucy-Jo and Andy are 

working together
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M
ost of us would be

worried about taking

our new boyfriend for

a weekend away to 

our dream wedding 

venue, but not 

Hollywood’s speediest couple – 

Katy Perry and Orlando Bloom.

Just two months after they  

first got flirty at a Golden Globes 

after party, heat can reveal that 

Katy and Orlando are already 

talking marriage and babies and

just last week visited a wedding

venue together, the San Ysidro

Ranch in Santa Barbara, where

they were spotted snogging on

a bench like teenagers.

“Their relationship is perfect

timing for both of them,” says our

insider close to Katy. “They’re both

quite traditional and loved being

married [Katy to Russell Brand

from 2010 to 2011, and Orlando to

Miranda Kerr for three years until

2013]. Katy always felt like she was

pushing her ex John Mayer to

commit, but now it’s all so easy.

She’s always wanted

a family and Orlando’s

proved he’s an amazing

dad to Flynn [five]. No

one thinks it’ll be long

until they’re engaged.”

It should be no

surprise, really, given

that the couple have

already swapped keys

on their LA homes, as

we told you earlier this

month, and flown to the

UK to meet his family.

Earlier this year, Katy’s friend

Robert Tencer told us, “She has

always talked about wanting

marriage and babies,” and revealed

Orlando could be The One.

And after a recent break to Katy’s

favourite holiday spot Hawaii, it

seems she is taking Orlando, 39,

on a tour of all her “special places”

(ahem). The singer, 31, has a long

history with the San Ysidro Ranch,

which she’s called “the best hotel

on the planet” and it’s near Santa

Barbara, where she grew up. Katy

took Russell Brand there over

Thanksgiving in 2010, and her and

John Mayer were spotted there in 

August 2012. Then Katy and friend 

and former flame Robert Pattinson 

were seen watching a wedding 

rehearsal at the ranch in May 2013, 

just after his split with Kristen 

Stewart. Just months earlier, she 

admitted she’d made “more than 

half” of her Prism album (which 

told the story of her emotional  

split from Russell) at the venue.

And it seems the inseparable 

couple could even have set a date,  

as the friend adds, “Katy always 

finds December hard, because 

that’s when Russell ended their 

marriage. She’s joked that  

a wedding then would be the  

perfect way of making new 

memories that month.”

So, that’s the engagement, the  

date and the venue sorted. Just  

the dress and flowers now, Katy. 

■ rhiannon evans

The San Ysidro 

Ranch is  

a popular 

wedding venue

How the Bloom/

Perry nuptials 

could look
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Katy: 
‘I’m ready
to marry 
Orlando’
and heat might have found the venue

The A-list couple are on track to wed, 

    P
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E
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Erm, has Katy 

spotted what  

we have down 

there...?

Anyone else  

bet Orlando is 

singing along to  

I Kissed A Girl  

in his head?

I
f there were highs of 27°C

outside right now, we sure as hell

wouldn’t be wearing a jumper.

So why is Cameron Diaz (usually  

a fan of skimpy tees, tight jeans,  

or gym gear) walking around LA 

in baggy warm clothes like it’s cold out?

This, combined with the fact that  

she didn’t join the rest of Hollywood  

in getting drunk at her friend Reese 

Witherspoon’s birthday party last 

week, people have started to speculate 

that the actress could be expecting.

Back in 2014, Cameron, 43, claimed, 

“I was never drawn to being a mother.” 

But friends tell heat that her whirlwind 

marriage to Benji Madden, 37, in 

January 2015, has changed her mind.

“Cameron’s never felt as loved 

and secure as she does now,” 

we’re told. “Benji’s changed 

her mind about how family 

and relationships can be, and 

she’d love a child with him.”

Or, y’know, maybe she just 

really wants us to see her bag. ■

Is Cameron 
pregnant?

Perhaps it’s  

not just the LA 

sun making  

her glow…

Strategic bag 

arrangement 

(above) and  

with her hubs, 

Benji (left)

There’s something about… those loose clothes she’s wearing
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Ellie:
‘I filmed my
backstage
breakdown’

Filmed by photographer

Conor McDonnell (who

also took that picture of Kim

and Kanye kissing at their

wedding), the docu-film will

be similar to Katy Perry’s

infamous Part Of Me, which

saw her balance a tour with

the breakdown of her 

marriage to Russell Brand.

With cameras still rolling

on Ellie’s documentary,

let’s hope that a reunion

with Dougie happens 

sooner rather than later.

■ rhiannon evans

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E

With her ex, 

Dougie 

Poynter

The singer exclusively tells heat she’s 

making a no-holds-barred tour doc…

I
t’s been an emotional time 

for Ellie Goulding – she 

broke up with her on/of 

boyfriend Dougie Poynter 

just months after publicly 

discussing marriage, and 

has now admitted that she needs 

to take a break to recover from 

seven years of constant touring.

Behind the scenes, there’s no 

doubt been extreme highs and 

lows – and she even admitted to 

heat last week that she still hopes 

to work things out with Dougie.

Now, Ellie exclusively tells us 

she’ll be airing those emotions 

on film, by releasing a very raw 

documentary. It will take fans 

behind the curtain of her 

current Delirium ld  

tour, and feature   

much talked-abo

appearance at

the MTV EMAs

last October.

While some sta

might prefer to k

their troubles an

tantrums out of t

public eye, Ellie,

says, “I do like th

idea of people se

the real side of w

I do. I know my

Instagram is all

positive, and that

good, because

I like to promote

positivity. But

I also want peopl

to see what it is really like to tour 

and to have personal problems,  

but have to put them aside to 

perform. When you get up  

there, you forget everything.

“The documentary is very real,” 

she adds. “I cried my eyes out at the 

EMAs, I had a tough time. I had  

a tough performance and a tough 

day. It was all filmed. It felt very  

odd – when you’re having tough 

times, you don’t want to be filmed.”

While Ellie didn’t elaborate on 

what had happened at the EMAs  

to cause the backstage meltdown,  

it appeared to be a hard night for her. 

Her red-carpet look of an extremely 

revealing dress and new yellow hair 

(pictured below, which she was 

  ith gain) was pulled 

  hion critics and 

 ns even criticised 

 e performance of 
 Me Like You Do 

 even branded it 

appointing”).  

 and her ex Ed 

eeran (who claims 

s song Don’t was 

about their failed 

relationship in 

2013) was hosting 

he whole event. It 

was just a couple of 

weeks after Ellie 

ad released On 
My Mind, which 

as said to be  

 eply to Ed’s 

mning song. 
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Ellie’s EMAs look 

saw her heavily 

criticised
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We shouldn’t be shocked

that Jessica Jones star

Krysten Ritter has an

incredible body she is

a superhero, after all.

But Krysten, 34, says it

took her a year to “eat and

breathe” Jessica and get in

shape. “I worked with one

of Madonna’s trainers,

called Marlene,” she says.

“I couldn’t even do three

push ups. By the end,

I could do 60. It was the

kind of intense training

where you throw up, but

I became kind of addicted.”

And while her alter ego

lives on whiskey, Krysten

has cut out wine, gluten,

dairy and (oddly) fish.

Look this good on hols in

Cancun, or quit wine and

chocolate? It’s a toughie.

Krysten:
‘It took me a year to get
my superhero body’

Topmarksfor

thebody,but

watchoutfor

dodgytanlines

She looks 

great, sure, 

but we bet 

she’s bloody 

knackered

How t
a celeb
body
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Strolling around Maui,

Hawaii, Jessica Alba

certainly has a fit-looking

body –  but is it one you’d 

be prepared to work out  

at the crack of dawn  

for 16 years for?

Jess credits her shape  

to the training she did 

during TV show Dark 

Angel in 2000 (doing 

martial arts, gymnastics, 

dance and strength 

training) – and she  

hasn’t stopped since.

Talking about her 

exercise regime last year, 

Jess, 34, admitted,  

“I have to break a sweat  

or I don’t feel like I’ve got 

anything done. I’m not 

going to lie – working out 

sucks.” As well as hot 

yoga, spinning and dance 

classes, Jessica works out 

with trainer Romana 

Braganza, whose 3-2-1 

method is an hour-long 

workout of three cardio, 

two strength training and 

one core segments. She’s 

also spoken about being  

a fan of trainer Kayla 

Istines, whose 28-minute 

workouts are available to 

download from her app.

Now that she has two 

children (Honor, seven, 

and Haven, four, with 

husband Cash Warren), 

Jessica has to try even 

harder to fit in workouts. 

“I find that the only time  

I have to work out is really 

early, before the kids get 

up and go of to school,” 

she says. “That’s usually 

about 45 minutes.”

Sure, cool, we’ll see  

you in the gym… maybe.

“you have to 
break a sweat”

Jessica:

You could 

crack nuts on 

those abs
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It seems that when she enters the

gym, Mel B really does turn into

Scary Spice. “[My workouts are]

very intense, ’cause I like to sweat,”

she says. “I like to leave a workout

thinking, ‘I kicked my own ass.’”

Mel, 40, (pictured here in Turks

and Caicos) got really into fitness

in 2007, when she appeared on

Dancing With The Stars in the US.

But at the beginning of this year,

Mel threw herself back into a strict

exercise routine, Instagramming

a picture in her home gym (nice)

and saying, “1st day back in my

gym, it’s friggin hard but oh how

I’ve missed it. Time to get my body

back. 2016 here I come, one step at

a time one workout at a time. Sucks

but consistency is the only way to

see results, better late than never.”

Let’s hope those steps end in

a leopard-print catsuit at a Spice

Girls reunion.

“Consistency is key”

The only thing we like  

to see at 4.30am is our 

bed after we’ve got of 

the night bus. But for 

Emmerdale actress 

Gemma Atkinson, that’s 

when she gets her body 

– and her sanity. “I feel 

really moody if I can’t 

exercise,” she says. 

“People think 4.30am  

is early, but I go to  

bed about 9.30pm.”

Gemma, 31, who posts 

workout tips daily on 

Instagram, says she now 

has a healthy attitude to 

her body after years of 

yo yoing. Though she 

doesn’t own scales, Gem 

– seen here in Puerto 

Banus, Spain – says she’s 

around 11st and adds,  

“I admire bodybuilders, 

but I wouldn’t want to 

look like them. Nor 

would I want to look like 

a Victoria’s Secret model. 

For me, it has to be

somewhere in between.”

Having personal trainer

OllyFosterforaboyfriend

probably helps, too.

“My 4.30am 
workouts 
keep me 
sane”

Gemma:

to get 
bbikini

These stars headed out on holiday 
looking amazing last week. But  
if you want to look this good,  
it’s going to take some dedication… 

Fair play to 

Gem – she’d 

wipe the floor 

with us in an 

arm wrestle

OUS

Mel B:

Just looking at 

Mel’s bu� bod 

makes us need 

a little lie down





Heat lands harry a top movie role
Lastweek,afterScreamQueens
deniedHarryStyles’rumoured
appearanceontheshow,we
thoughthisHollywooddream
wasover.Butitturnsoutwewere
wrong,becauseheat’slandedthe
formerOneDirectionstaranew
job–withatopdirector.Atlast
week’sJamesonEmpireAwards,
weaskedThisIsEngland’sShane
MeadowsifhewouldcastHarryin
anything,andhetoldus,“Ofcourse

I would,yeah–I’mgoingto
pullhiminnowIknowhe’s
available.I’mdoingafilm
nextyear,aboutafamous
Britishcyclistwhodiedin
theTourDeFrancein1967,
sowe’relookingtobuild
upateamaroundthemain
actor.Harry’stheright
age,therightbuild,
soI’llcallhiminifhe’s
upforit. I’mnotasnob.

I’mjustlookingforpeople with  
t ralability–Idon’t mind 

hertheyarefamous or 
y’veneveracted.” The 
directoradded, “I’d have to 
gethimintoa rehearsal to 
seeifhecanimprovise. If he 
canimprovise with the lot 
fromThisIsEngland, he’ll 
haveafighting chance.” 

Now,about our 10 per 
centagent’scut, Harry…

S

Z
ayn Malik’s debut solo

album, Mind Of Mine,

came out last Friday

exactly a year to the day

he quit One Direction.

But one person who

probably wasn’t counting down

the days is his ex fiancée, Little

Mixer Perrie Edwards, as he’s

revealed it is mainly about her.

In an interview with Complex
magazine, Zayn said the album

is, “A lot of falling in love and a lot

of falling out of love. It’s probably

60/40 falling out of love.” So,

that’s 60 per cent of the tracks

Perrie’s going to want to stick

her fingers in her ears for, then.

However, Zayn’s current love,

supermodel Gigi Hadid, seems

to have fared a bit better in the

ex boy bander’s new musical opus.

As well as being the muse for almost

half the new record (“Saw your

face and got inspired,” he gushed on

Instagram recently), Zayn also said

their snogging on the Pillowtalk
video was all real and not just for the

cameras. “To be honest, the reason

[the footage] was used was because

we were just messing around,”

he revealed. “It wasn’t even, like,

part of the shoot. You know when

they say, ‘Action’? They didn’t

do that. It was just rolling.” Nice.

Meanwhile, Zayn also confessed

one of his top grievances about

being in 1D: not being allowed

to grow a beard. He said, “[The

restriction] was mainly my beard.

I wasn’t allowed to keep it. When

I got older, I rebelled against it and

Perrie doesn’t 

want to hear it, 

Zayn, love

WWW.HEATWORLD.COM 23

z ay n :

decided to keep it anyway. That was 

because I looked older than the rest 

of them. That’s one of the things that 

is now cool. I get to keep my beard.”

We hope that’s not the only benefit 

of a solo career, Zayn? ■ laura martin

‘This album
 is about
 falling

out of love
with Perrie’

(and she gets to hear it all over the radio) 

GiveShane

acall,Hazza.

You’rewelcome

With new GF  

Gigi Hadid.  

Cosy
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Shane will give 

Harry a job



ENERGISED



styling up
Everydesignerneedsinspiration.

AndVBisHarper’s.

sassy clutch
ThankGodHarperknowsthis isthe

onlywaytocarryyourhandbagnow.

Otherwise:embarrassing.

throwing shade
Dealingwiththepaps,

agedfour=standard.

i just cant…
Sometimes, itallgetsabit

muchbeinganicon.

Harper
morphs
into
Posh!

the FAMOUS
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w
e spent our 

entire teens 

trying to copy 

Posh Spice: 

the pout, the 

eyeliner, the 

black minis. So it’s no 

surprise that her four-year-

old daughter Harper is 

already obsessed with

looking like her mum. From

matching dresses to copycat 

gestures, Harps – who VB 

claims “tends to choose 

what she wears herself” – 

 is turning into a perfect 

mini-me. Cute, but also 

scarily stylish for a child… 

who’s your daddy?
Well,youwouldkissBecks’face

ifyouwerethisclose,right?

holding on
Both girls know how to stop the  

dreaded sunglasses slip.   A
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no 
smiles 

allowed
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I
t was all so romantic

a reunion over New

Year, a re-engagement

after three years apart, 

and a plan for a $2m 

Hollywood wedding 

this summer to put all 

others to shame. But it 

seems the dream is already 

over for Miley Cyrus and 

Liam Hemsworth, as 

friends say the engagement 

is of – and she’s already 

turning to another  

man for support.

“She’s devastated about 

calling of the wedding, but 

Liam refuses to discuss 

their future together,” says  

a friend of the singer, 23.  

She posed for a series of 

pictures on Instagram last 

week, pointedly showing

of her bare left hand, and

commenting, “Don’t let

those motherf**kers killll

yooooo vibe! Have a great

week no matter what!” and,

“Gotta do yoga not for my

body but for my mind! DO

YOGA or GO CRAZY.”

heat’s insider adds, “When

they got back together,

Miley thought Liam was

finally ready to commit.

There wasn’t an oicial

new proposal, but the 

engagement ring went back

on and they were talking

weddings straight away. 

When she was in Australia 

hanging out with his family 

over New Year, they all 

joked that Liam was finally 

leaving his single days 

behind. But in recent weeks, 

he’s become emotionally 

distant again. He tells Miley 

he’s stressed from work,  

but she thinks he could be 

getting cold feet again. She 

had the whole wedding 

planned out in her head,

but it doesn’t seem like it’ll

ever happen. She’s very

upset and told him the

engagement is of for now.

They’re still together,

but it’s very tense.”

And friends say Miley,

who first started

dating Liam, 26,

in 2009, has been

turning to an unlikely

source for comfort

– her ex, Patrick

Schwarzenegger. “They

always had a connection

and they’ve been messaging

a bit about her situation

with Liam. He’s become

Miley’s shoulder to cry on,” 

says heat’s insider close to 

the pair, who dated for five 

months in 2015. “Miley  

is friendly with Patrick’s 

family, too, so she’s spoken 

to his sisters and mom, 

Maria Shriver. They’ve  

all been great while she’s 

having this tough time. 

Patrick’s settled down with 

his model girlfriend Abby 

Champion, so it’s a platonic 

relationship 

 he knows 

Miley needs 

support right 

now. But of 

course there’s  

a part of her 

that feels 

nostalgic for 

their time 

together.” 

You can’t deny 

the girl loves an 

ex… ■ lucy vine

Just after saying “YES” to
Liam Hemsworth, Miley’s
back in touch with an ex…

Feet a bit  

cold, Liam?

Miley: ‘The
engagement 
is off !’

ring!

Miley and 

Patrick are back 

in touch

no ring!

She’s got her 

rock o�
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Iggy: ‘I’m
postponing
my big day’

the FAMOUS
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What is wrong with men

these days? They think all 

it takes is an engagement 

ring to get us down the aisle 

when, duh, everyone

knows it takes at least

three. Last week, rapper

Nicki Minaj confirmed

that she’s refusing to

marry her boyfriend of

a year, musician Meek

Mill, until she gets a (third)

ring on that finger.

“I’m not engaged yet,” 

says Nicki, 33, who was 

ring-free on Instagram  

last week – despite Meek

buying her two $500k

sparklers in the past year.

She’s previously said Meek

wants “to give me three

rings before we get

married”, and she’s

standing by that, saying

last week,

“Sometimes  

he calls me his 

fiancée, and I’m  

always trying to stop

him, like, ‘Nope. I ain’t

got that third ring yet!’”

Unfortunately, since

Meek, 28, is currently

under house arrest, he’s

not going to get down

to H Samuel for a while.

she wants three before she’ll say “i do”

The singer confessed  
all to heat radio…
She had the venue, the date and 
the string quartet booked, but 
last week, Iggy Azalea cancelled 
her dream wedding, telling heat 
Radio that her fiancé, basketball 
star Nick Young, wants to “be  
a bachelor for longer”. Iggy, 25, 
told heat Radio’s Ryan Seacrest, 
“[The wedding] was going to 
happen at the end of the year, but 
now I have to work. We’ll probably 
have to wait until the end of the 
next basketball season [April 
2017] .” She also revealed that 
Nick, 30, seemed relieved, 
saying, “He’s like, ‘I can be  
a bachelor for longer.’” But 
insiders tell heat the hold-up  
is also to do with the couple’s 
recent clashes. “It can even feel 
like they’re a match made in 
hell,” says a friend close to the 
pair, who got engaged last June. 
“Sometimes they need time 
apart to calm down.” 

Nicki tells Meek: ‘Buy 
me another ring’

She’s having  

a bad week, so 

we’re going to  

let her o� for 

wearing this 

MONSTROSITY

There’s nothing 

meek about  

Ms Minaj

wedding
woes

Slurp!
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How Mariah 
lost 2 stone on
her “bleak die
The diva’s Swigging eggs for breakfast 
and downing pints of bone broth. er, yum…

A
s Mariah Carey’s world 

tour hit the UK last

week, the singer looked

incredible in her tight

stage outfits. Now, we

can reveal that she’s

lost 2st over the past six months –

and it’s the result of her being

on her “most-hated diet” yet.

The Beautiful singer complained

recently that “my diet is very bleak…

it’s horrendous”. Suitably intrigued,

we made it our mission to find out

if Mazza’s menu really is that grim.

Our source says, “Mariah has lost

more than 2st by eating a diet heavy

on fish and soup. For breakfast, she

drinks two raw eggs blended with

full-fat milk, then for lunch she eats

grilled fish with salad. Daytime

snacks are almond butter on apple

slices. She’s also had to give up

her beloved Champagne and

substituted sparking water.”

The absolute horror!

The insider adds that Mariah’s

dropped from a UK size 16 to a size

12 by following some suitably

intricate diet philosophies, too.

“She’s using principles of the

Paleo diet and the Ketogenic diet,

after hearing that it’s the best way

to shift the pounds,” we’re told.

FYI, the Ketogenic diet is all high

fat, low carbs and moderate protein,

while the Paleo diet is based on a 

caveman’s diet of meat and veg, with 

no dairy or grains. Unsurprisingly, 

Mariah’s pretty peckish come 6pm.

The source says, “Mariah 

struggles with late-night snacking, 

so she has a triple-sized portion of 

bone broth for dinner each night, as 

the liquid fills her up. That way, she 

avoids her two late night downfall

snacks pizza and ice cream.”

Alongside surviving on apples and

eggs, Mariah has been ramping up

her fitness levels by working out

with her personal trainer, Bernardo

Coppola [Bodybybernardo.com],

who’s joined her on the road for her

tour. He tells heat, “Mariah loves

to swim, so we do lots of water

aerobics. She’s a great swimmer,

she’s like a dolphin, which is great,

as swimming is one of the best

exercises to lose weight and tone up.

It’s also great for relieving stress.

“She works out four or five times

a week, and we might go for power

walks or runs, or do a gym session.

I have to switch things up so she

doesn’t get bored. I like to do

unexpected workouts, where

I don’t tell her what we’re going

to be doing beforehand, so it’s

a surprise. She’s so focused

and dedicated.”

It sounds like Mariah’s going to

smash her target of losing another

stone, especially with her goal being

her wedding to billionaire fiancé 

James Packer later this year.

Here’s hoping bone broth  

doesn’t make an appearance on the

wedding breakfast menu. It would

be a nightmare stain to get out of  

a wedding dress. ■ laura martin

Mariahcovered 

upforadayon 

Miamibeach  

lastAugust

“She loves 
to swim – 
she’s like  
a dolphin”

before
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Treating us  

to her bod 

onstage

Mariah: 
‘No hugs, please’

While she’s been 

wowing the country  

on her Sweet Sweet 

Fantasy tour, Mariah’s 

also been cleaning  

up with her £600 

meet-and-greet 

sessions, where fans pay 

to get some one-on-one 

time backstage at the 

show. The goal: a selfie 

that’ll have “likes” 

rained on it for months. 

But it’s been reported 

there’s one condition  

to getting close to  

this A-lister’s orbit: 

“Absolutely no kissing, 

touching, hugging or 

grabbing her.” Oh.

And she’s not the  
only star repelled by  
touching unknowns...

Justin 
Bieber
Biebs cancelled 

his meet-and- 

greets last week, 

saying that his 

fans’ “spiritual 

energy” left him 

“drained and 

unhappy”. Fair.

Britney
Spears
Um, £1,750 for  

a “three-second 

photo op”with 

the singer? Look 

how awks it is! 

Can we have  

our money  

back, please?

Demi 
Lovato
Criticised for 

charging up to 

£7,000 for a VIP 

meet-up where 

she “hit her head 

against the wall 

‘in relief’ when 

fans left”.  Ouch.

Rihanna
Unlike this lot, 

Ri-Ri does free 

meet-and- 

greets outside 

the venues of her 

ANTI tour and 

has a laugh with 

fans, who she 

even hugs.

now
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‘My 50p 
supermodel
skin secret’

I
f, like us, you spent the Easter

weekend launching eggs in the

direction of your face, consider

the fact that model Gigi Hadid does

a less chocolate-y version of that 

every day. Turns out her amazing 

complexion is thanks to a home-made 

face mask – main ingredient: egg whites.

“Her flawless skin is one of her best 

assets, so Gigi needs to keep it looking 

perfect,” says an insider close to the  

20 year old, who’s been dating singer 

Zayn Malik since November. “She mixes

up egg white, oatmeal and lemon juice,

and piles it onto her face every evening

for around five minutes. She says it

tightens her skin, lightens any facial hair

and stops any shiny spots from showing

up in photos. She also uses egg white

with lavender oil on her hair for ten

minutes every week. It’s hard to argue

with it because she looks incredible.”

Gigi admitted last year that she

loves a home remedy, saying she uses

“toothpaste on pimples to dry them out”, 

and our insider says that extends to her 

whole bathroom cabinet. “Gigi could buy 

expensive beauty creams, but she’s all 

about being natural,” says the friend. 

“She’s conscious of what she eats and 

drinks. She says if she wouldn’t eat it, 

she’s not going to put it on her skin.”

In fact, she’s even considering turning 

her hobby into a business. “Gigi’s been 

passing the mask to her model friends,” 

says heat’s insider. “It’s been such a hit, 

she’s thinking of creating an all natural

product line.” If only we hadn’t

just given the recipe away for

free. Our bad.■ lucy vine

Gigi loves

having egg

on her face

g i g i : 

She gets her complexion by smearing eggs on her face

egg

Weallhavetomake
sacrificesinlife,andif
gettingpassivelyhigh
isthepriceforseeing

Rihanna perform, 
we’re willing to pay  
it. Not so Adele, who 
said last week, “I’m 

thinking of going  
to Coventry to see 

Rihanna. She’s playing 
Wembley the day 

before I play 
Glastonbury, but if I go 

to that, I’ll have no 
voice. All that weed in 

the air – I’ll get stoned.” 

ALSO 
THIS week...

Thank God, because if our niece sings  
Let It Go one more time, we’ll let her go – out  

of a window. Actress Kristen Bell, who played 
Anna in the 2013 Disney epic, has confirmed 
that the sequel is en route. “They’ve written  

[the script] and are still doing tweaks, but  
I think we should record this month,” she  

said last week. “The story is great.” 

Denial ain’t
just a river in
Egypt. Last

week, the
Batman V
Superman
actor claimed
his much-derided

giant back tattoo is
“fake for a movie”.

Is it, Ben? The
phoenix has been

papped in both July
and December 2015,

which seems like
a long time to wear
a fake tatt. And the
bigger question –

how come exes Jen
Garner and Jen

Lopez (who’ve both
slammed it) thought

it was real?

…ADELE AVOIDS GETTING STONED 

…FROZEN 2 IS COMING!

…BEN AFFLECK GOT DEFENSIVE

lemon

oatmeal
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Superman
and Batman
didn’t get
a snog…

“Holy smokes  

Batman, Wonder 

Woman’s pulled”

it wa
week

Feeling a bit 

delicate, love?

WHERE? Batman V Superman 

premiere, London

WHEN? Wednesday 23 March

WHAT? We recognise that look on Ben Aleck and 

Henry Cavill’s faces. That’s called snubbed. Given the 

option of who to snog on the red carpet, Amy Adams 

– who plays Lois Lane in the film – dived in to kiss her 

co-star Gal Gadot, leaving Batman and Superman to 

pretend they were, y’know, totally fine with it. Gal – 

AKA Wonder Woman – clearly had a great night, as 

she was seen the next day looking a tad worse for wear.A
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WHERE? Buckingham Palace

WHEN? Tuesday 22 March

WHAT? Showbiz royalty came face-to-face with actual

royalty last week, as actress Barbara Windsor (queen  

of the Queen Vic) was made a Dame by Queen Elizabeth. 

Babs was honoured for her 60 excellent years in the 

industry (mostly on EastEnders, we think). It’s about  

time – Dame Babs is a Windsor after all. 

Anna Wintour comes 

out as a Belieber

Fromone

Windsor

to another

Bieber’s waxwork
looked more

lively than actual
male models

WHERE? Amsterdam

WHEN? Thursday 24 March

 WHAT? Come on, lads, look like 

you’re Beliebers. It was cold stares all 

round as Justin Bieber’s wax statue 

was launched at Madame Tussauds. 

It’s a good job the diminutive star 

wasn’t present for the unveiling, as his 

waxwork was towered over by a gaggle 

of bored-looking topless male models.

Babs was finally  
one hell of a Dame



“It’s not fair – I didn’t 

ask to be born”

WHERE?Mayfair, London
WHEN?Tuesday 22 March
WHAT? There are a lot of advantages to dating a 28-year-old toy boy –
ones that we can’t list in a classy magazine like heat. But, as Kate Moss
seems to be finding out, there are downsides, too. Namely, when your 
other half goes full-on sulky teenager – AKA “Do I have to come?  
Can I wait in the car?” We told you last month how Kate and Count 
Nikolai von Bismarck (we’re still not fully onboard with that name, even 
though they’ve been dating for five months) have been rowing in private.  

So, just imagine the fight that kicked of after this awks day out…   

Kate’s boyfriend 
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An unlikely 

bromance 

blossoms

Between 

The Rock 

and a hard…

chest?

Zac and The
Rock got cosy

WHERE?  Miami Beach
WHEN? Monday 21 March
WHAT? Well, we can all agree if Claire’s 
Accessories launched a motoring line, Zac Efron 
and The Rock would be at the tills quicker than  
a smackdown in the WrestleMania ring. The bros 
were all “Yes way, Rosé” as they filmed the new 
Baywatch movie in Florida, later posing for the 
ultimate man-mountain photo with The Hof.  

 Is that a  

rock in your 

pocket?



it was the 
week that...

Kate Hudson (right)  

Instagrammed  

this blurry shot, 

blaming “Tequila”

TaylorsangShake

ItO�andtookBFF

BritanyMaack

Yeah, Nicole 

Kidman got Reese 

an actual  cake
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WHERE: Warwick
nightclub, LA
WHEN:20 March
WHAT: Who knew Reese 
Witherspoon was the most 
popular person in the whole 
of Hollywood? Last week,  
an entirely A-list line up of 
mates – including Jennifer 
Aniston, Nicole Kidman, 
Chris Martin, Matthew 
McConaughey, Kate Hudson 
and Courteney Cox – turned 
up to Reese’s New Orleans 
Mardi Gras-themed 40th 
birthday party. Taylor Swift 
and Keith Urban performed, 
Kate Hudson Snapchatted 
the whole thing and Chelsea 
Handler Instagrammed her 
a naked selfie. And doesn’t 
Reese look happy? Or drunk.
Actually, she looks drunk.

Reese 
Witherspoon 
redefined  
#squadgoals



J
ust imagine: you’re trying

tohaveaquietSaturday

afternoonbrowsing

PortobelloMarketwhen

BradPitt,AngelinaJolie

and their sixkids come

stampeding through, followed

bysecurity guards, drivers and

probablya lotof fans.Well,

that’s exactlywhathappened in

London’sNottingHill lastweek.

The familyhavebeen living

overhere for justoveramonth

now, rentinga£15k a month,

eight bedroomhouse,with

an indoorpool andgym, in the

Surreycountryside just40

minutes fromLondon.Brad’s

filminghisnewmovie,Five

SecondsOfSilence, hereand

thatmeanshe,Angelinaand their

six children Maddox, 14,Pax, 11,

Zahara, ten,Shiloh, nine,Knox

andVivienne, both seven have

decamped to theUKfromtheir

main familyhome inLA(they’ve

alsogot achateau inFranceand

property inNewOrleans).

AndwhenBrad’snotworking,

thewhole familyhasbeen

attempting tokeep things

low key visitingHamley’s

famousOxfordStreet store,

apottery studioand theElectric

Cinema inwestLondon.

“BradandAngelina try really

hard toblend inwhen theygoout,

but they’re always recognised,”

saysa sourceclose to theJolie

Pitts. “The familyhas six former

militaryoicers on rotation as

their escort security. They also

have ten local security guards

doing a watch on the house.

The cost of the security is

enormous, about £30,000 a week.”

But, a friend of the family tells

heat, it’s all so the kids can enjoy

a normal life (or as normal as you

can get when your parents are

A listers). “Angie insists they do

something with the whole family

at least once a week. The twins

like that, but Maddox and Pax

find it annoying. Shiloh and

Zahara are best friends and best

enemies they love hanging out

but also fight,” says the friend. 

“Maddox would prefer just doing

stuf on his own now that he’s  

a teen. He spends a lot of time 

talking to the security as he wants

to know exactly how they do their

job. He has asked his mom and

dad separately if he can go out

on his own with no security and the

answer is no, but he won’t give up.”

The insider adds that everything

is planned with military precision

months in advance. “Before they

fly somewhere, Brad and Angie 

have a to do list of what they  

want to visit and revisit. They have  

a planner who arranges all trips 

to venues of their choice, because  

a lot of the time they will go to  

a bowling alley or toy store and  

ask that the place be shut especially 

for them. Obviously, every venue 

accommodates that, but this takes 

some major prep work.” 

We’re told that the kids are very

well-behaved and evenings out

are often in local restaurants, but 

the big plan for this trip is to go  

to London’s East End for a curry.  

And they love curry: they once  

ran up a £3,000 bill at Surrey 

curry house Mogul in Bagshot.  

But it’s not all trips out. “The kids 

are home-schooled, and they’ve 

got six nannies on staf, but Angie 

insists that she and Brad do the 

bedtime routine themselves, and  

They’re attempting to blend into the city’s crowds, but
we spotted the family on a trip to the market last week

Inside Brad & A
secret London l 
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pottery making

The family had fun at 

this craft centre in 

Kingston upon 

Thames
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it can take hours for the younger

ones to finally go to sleep,” says the

friend. “Brad loves London and 

would like to go and experience  

the local pubs, but he doesn’t get 

much of a chance because he has  

to work so early in the morning 

[the movie’s a WW2 epic, filming  

in Buckinghamshire] and also 

because looking after the kids  

can be exhausting.” 

Please: won’t someone take Brad 

for a pint? Just one? ■ issy sampson

nge’s
life 

Leaving

thetoyshop.

Hopeyougot

your purse  

out, Ange

Brad and Shiloh 

enjoy a LOL

Notting hill trip

“Coming 

through, people! 

Still coming 

through…”
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The curry house 

of choice

the FAMOUS
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That Walliams 

bloke is a right 

brolly…
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D
avidWalliams

hasbeena

tadbusy.He

returnedafew

daysagofrom

atwo-weekbook

tourofAmerica,

visitingschools

andradioand

TVshowstotalkabouthiskids’

book,specificallyDemonDentist,

whichhasgoneintotheNew

YorkTimesbestseller list.

Assoonasheflewhome,hewas

appearingatacharitybookevent

inLondonwithJoannaLumley,

beforeco-presentingSportRelief

liveonBBC1withGaryLineker.

HethensqueezedinanAdele

concertthenextnight,before

hostingtheprestigiousJameson

EmpireAwardsthenextday.

So,whenheatcatchesupwith

himoveran8ambreakfastthe

morningafter,we’re impressed

thathe’ssofreshandsprightly.

Morethanthat,assoonashegets

ontothesubjectof theimpending

newseriesofBritain’sGotTalent

hisfifthasajudgeandthetenth

asawhole–David,44,gets

positivelygiddywithhisfondness

forwhathecalls“themost

anarchicshowonTV”.Andhe

justcan’tstopmaking jokes,

cheekyreferencesandgenerally

goingo�onverbalescapadesof

all-roundoutrageousnaughtiness

aboutoneparticularaspectofthe

show:MrSimonCowell…

T H E B R I T A I N ’ S G O T T A L E N T

J U D G E E X C L U S I V E L Y T E L L S

B O Y D H I L T O N W H A T T O

E X P E C T I N T H E N E W S E R I E Sv id     
Wa lliams

T H E  H E A T  I N T E R V I E W

“MY MUM 
COULD 

TAKE OVER 
FROM 

SIMON 
COWELL”
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How has this new series  

of BGT been for you?

It’s been magical. It’s weird, because

you don’t do it for nine months

or whatever, then as soon as you

get back to the auditions, it feels

like you’ve never left. Simon’s

been showing of a lot this year,

and when he shows of, it’s

probably because he’s had

sex the night before. [Laughs.]

What’s the most annoying

thing he does?

He has this very annoying running

joke that whenever a comedian

comes on and does well, he turns

to me and says something like,

“Are you alright, David?”, because  

in his mind I get jealous when  

there’s a funny comedian on. That’s 

a projection of his own cold, dark 

thoughts, because he obviously 

wouldn’t be pleased if someone did 

well in his line of work. But I’m not 

like that at all. I’m very supportive of 

the acts that are trying to be funny. 

What’s the current state of 

your bromance with Simon?

Well, he winds me up now more 

than I wind him up. People think it’s 

a one-way street with me doing all 

the goading, but he spends most of 

the time trying to push my buttons, 

and it gets very annoying. He also 

tries to wind up Alesha [Dixon] and

Amanda [Holden]. For example,

whenever there was an attractive

woman onstage, he would make

out that they didn’t like it and were

being bitchy, and he’d actually

make cat noises while Alesha

and Amanda were talking.

He thought that was hilarious.

Talking of cats, have you

had many good animal

acts this year?

Not so many this year… [Thinks.]

Although we did have a tortoise…

[Thinks some more.] And

a dinosaur and a giant polar bear.

Simon was convinced that both  

the dinosaur and the polar bear 

were real, but I’m pretty sure  

they were people in suits.

What were the auditions  

that really surprised you?

We had some quite classy dance 

groups and some beautifully 

creative acts that actually went  

into Cirque du Soleil-style  

territory. Normally Simon  

resists anything he thinks is  

a bit intellectual, because he  

doesn’t have an O Level. [Smiles.] 

But he started to embrace some  

of these more classy acts this time 

round. And I bet you never thought

this show would be called classy.

This is your fifth year as

a judge. Do you think you’ll

carry on for a while?

You never know. We’re lucky on

BGT, because we’ve had the same

line up for five years, which is

unusual, because Simon does

like to change it up with his shows.

You’ll notice he never sacks himself,

though. He may be missing a trick

there! We’re also very lucky to

have Ant & Dec. They just lift

proceedings whenever they appear.

Sometimes the acts use them in

their auditions, which I always

think is a bit of a cheat. Somehow, 

incorporating the most popular 

people on TV into your act might 

just give you a boost.

How have Alesha and  

Amanda been this year?

Amanda and Alesha are still 

pretending to be really, really good 

friends, and they pretend so hard 

how pleased they are to see each 

other that it can’t possibly be true. 

[Laughs.] There must be some 

seething anger and resentment 

between them, surely? But 

seriously, they are both incredibly 

strong characters who are great 

judges and won’t be pushed around 

in any way whatsoever. We did  

have a lot of fun winding up 

Amanda, because she once said in 

an interview that she would do ten 

years of BGT then leave. Well, this  

is her tenth year, so on the last 

audition day I asked Ant & Dec to 

mention this and they said it was 

really sad to see her go. We played 

her Goodbye by the Spice Girls.  

But she backtracked and claimed 

she never said it in the first place.

Are all the judges competitive?

There’s this whole thing going on 

where Alesha and Amanda are 

competing to look the best and  

have the best outfits. In the papers, 

there’ll be big pictures of the girls,  

a smaller one of Simon and maybe  

a postage stamp-sized picture of 

me. I’ve realised no one wants to see 

me. Maybe I need a team of stylists. 

How cheeky have you  

been with Simon?

I like to try to get him up on the 

stage, but it’s a bit like pulling  

a reluctant donkey. Some people 

came on and did an act on Segways, 

and Simon boasted that he was 

brilliant on a Segway, so of course  

That time in 2013, 

when The League  

of Extraordinary 

Groomers put his 

face on a dog

In prime position 

to wind up all the 

other judges

Throwing some 

nifty shapes 

onstage

   “I TRY TO GET SIMON UP ONSTAGE, BUT IT’S  

A BIT LIKE PULLING A RELUCTANT DONKEY” 

W A L L I A M S ’  B E S T  B G T  B I T S
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I tried to get him to go try out  

one of the Segways onstage.  

The audience got very excited  

by the idea, but he got cold feet.  

He wouldn’t do ballroom danci  

with me, either. We had these 

fantastic brothers who did ballr  

dancing and I tried to dance wit  

him, but he wasn’t having any of  

He seems to think he shouldn’t  

look silly on TV because he’s  

a big, serious record executive,  

but I don’t agree. Let’s face it, he  

already a silly figure in our lives  

and we should celebrate that.

Is Simon still showing up lat

Yeah, in fact, one day he arrived  

and Ant & Dec made a big fuss o  

congratulating him. They were  

“Well done, Simon!” and he was 

saying, “Why? What have I don  

He had no idea. And they said, 

“Congratulations, because this  

the latest you’ve ever arrived.” H  

arrived at half past five. Anothe  

time he didn’t come until 8pm, s  

my mum took over. She happen  

to be there that day, so the 

producers asked if she could ste  

in to fill Simon’s place. Well, she 

was up on that judging panel lik   

a rocket! But weirdly the audience

didn’t notice Simon was gone,

because they’re so similar  him  

and my mother. I kept calling her 

“Mother” throughout, in a slightly 

creepy way, like I was Norman 

Bates. It was like a weird dream, 

where the diferent elements of 

your life get all confused. 

Was your mum a good judge?

      

      

    

      

     

be horrible to the acts. But she

used it quite a lot. It could be

a permanent fixture now: my  

mum instead of Simon. Because 

obviously it’s up to me to decide  

who comes back next year, and  

right now it’s 50/50 between  

Simon and Mother.

Obviously. What if Simon 

decided to replace you  

  um?

  be fine,  

  the end I’d  

  the money.

  ever worry  

 suddenly 

nge the panel?

 sure he will one 

. He loves having 

t power over 

ople. One day  

 go too far and 

t’ll be it. 

u took part  

he Who Shot

on Cowell?

dunit on

&Dec’s

rday Night

y. Was it fun

me suspect?

uite

 on. Kids kept 

   me and asking  

     f I did kill Simon,  

  ot him. I’d want  

  g and painful 

   ’d want it to  

last a really long time, like

a Bond villain using a laser –

starting with his groin and  

then slicing him in two. [Lets  

out evil, Bond-villain chuckle.] 

Who have been your  

favourite Britain’s Got  

Talent acts of all time?

I loved Stavros Flatley. They had  

it all – a father and son who were 

unique and funny and charming, 

and just really likeable. And the 

Show Bears, of course…

Are you still in touch with  

the Show Bears?

Of course, but there’s only  

three of them left. They had  

lots of in-fighting, just like 

Fleetwood Mac. [Laughs.]

Finally, with all the changes 

happening to The X Factor, 

would you be tempted to  

take a role on it?

I don’t think I’m cool enough to be 

on The X Factor. People like Nick

Grimshaw and Rita Ora are cool.

I love Rita Ora – she’s so incredibly

attractive, and she’s a brilliant

judge. There’s speculation that

Louis Tomlinson might do it, and

he would be good and very popular,

I’m sure. But I think if he did join

the panel, it would look like Simon 

Cowell and a selection of his 

children. [Laughs.] ■

Britain’s Got Talent returns  
to ITV in early April

With his mum 

(and stand-in 

judge) Kathleen

Getting his leg 

over and making 

Simon pull  

that face

They love each 

other really
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Spotted
● Former Mr Kate

Moss and Kills musician

JAMIE HINCE eating

with a friend at Barrafina

tapas bar in Soho,

central London.

SpottedbyMatthew

● On of Celebrity

Big Brother couple

STEPHANIE

DAVIS and JEREMY

McCONNELL waiting

for a train together

at Leeds station.

SpottedbyLee

● Downton Abbey’s

Lady Edith AKA actress

LAURA CARMICHAEL

in the down lift at

Tufnell Park station

in north London.

SpottedbyLauraS

● Ex Girls Aloud singer

and actress KIMBERLEY

SCOTT (née Walsh)

eating with friends at

Gourmet Burger Kitchen,

in Southwark, London.

SpottedbyLauraH

● First Dates’

FRED SIRIEIX

chatting to MasterChef ’s

MONICA GALETTI

at Galvin at Windows

restaurant at the Hilton

on London’s Park Lane.

SpottedbyJordan

● TOWIE ’s JAMES

“LOCKIE” LOCK

working behind the

counter at his health

food café, Lockie’s

Kitchen, in Romford,

Essex.SpottedbyDave

● Reality TV star

STACEY SOLOMON

looking very dolled up

in a silver dress outside

Covent Garden tube

station in central London.

SpottedbyJade

● Film director

GUY RITCHIE

and his teenage son

ROCCO having brunch

together at Dean Street

Townhouse restaurant

in London’s Soho.

SpottedbyLouanna

● The lesser spotted

ROB KARDASHIAN

and his new girlfriend

BLAC CHYNA on a flight

back from Jamaica to

LAX.SpottedbyLuca

● A very pretty looking

SALLY PHILLIPS,

of Smack The Pony

fame, sitting quietly on

a Hammersmith and City

Line tube train in London.

SpottedbyJim

● Geordie Shore’s

SCOTTY T smiling

and having his picture

taken with fans while

smoking a cigarette at

London’s Euston station.

SpottedbyLauren

Seen a famous doing something random? Tweet us with your sightings! #Spotted

heat@heatmag.com

/heatworld

@heatworld

Adele
● Well done to Rowan

Barr for getting Adele to

come and say hello from

the other side (of the stage).

● SARAH JESSICA

PARKER launching

anewshoerangeat

Bloomingdale’sinNY.

WIN £100*

Send your 

non-selfie selfie™ to 

heat@heatmag.com

Supermodel
GIGI HADID
looking
very
glamorous
while
shopping
in New
York City.
Spotted
by Lucy

Ex-TOWIE
star

JASMIN 
WALIA 

talking 
loudly  
in the 

departure 
lounge  
of LAX 

Airport. 
Spotted  
by Femi

*
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Seen
a celeb?

adele

top spotThey’re behind you!

sippy

crap spot



hot from...

in case you missed ryan seacrest’s show

Pop star Adam Lambert phoned 
Ryan for a chat,and talked about 
having his dream life – being both  
a solo artist and the front man for 
Queen. “I feel like I get the best  
of both worlds. I get to do current 
music myself and then I get to  
revisit the classics with them.  
It’s so much fun. It satisfies two 
diferent sides of my personality, 
too, which is amazing.” Lucky lad.

After doing a shedload of 
songs with other artists, Iggy 
Azalea’s happy to be doing 
things by herself on new 
single Team. “I’m super-
proud of it because I’m the 
only person on it. I went a 
little feature crazy last year, 
which was cool, but it’s good 
to get back to doing a song 
where I only had to consider 
myself when creating it.”

Demi Lovato’s going on tour with 
Nick Jonas, and she’s promised 
it’s not going to be your average 
gig. “We want to make sure this 
show is completely interactive 
with the audience,” she told 
Ryan. “We want a totally new 
experience. It’s not just a show 
where you’re going to sit down 
and watch somebody perform. 
We want people to party and 
have fun.” We can’t wait! 

can’t.
remember.  

whose. show.  
i’m. doing.
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GETHEAT FOR £1!

If you send comments, photos or other material to us, you accept that it will become Bauer’s property and you confirm 
that you have complied with the rules on User-submitted content and User Content Pages – Rules of Acceptable Use in 
our Terms and Conditions (www.heatworld.com/Terms-And-Conditions/). In particular that the material is allyour

own original work and that you haven’t submitted anything belonging to another person without their consent.

Deputy Editor Caroline Robb Still EastEnders. Mostly because of Ben and Abi
Creative Director Ben Watkins Lucifer

Assistant Editor Steph Seelan House Of Cards
Editorial Assistant Laura Donaldson (020 7859 8657) 

Art
Art Editor Corrie Heale (020 7859 8684) EastEnders

Senior Designer Daniel Tang (020 7859 8682) How To Get Away With Murder. ARGHMYGAWD!!!
Designer Rachel Tomlin (0207 859 8699) The Walking Dead, Scandal, How To Get Away With Murder,

Teen Mom OG, The People V OJ Simpson, The 100, Pretty Little Liars. Do I watch too much?
Art Intern Jade Bright The Walking Dead

the famous
News Editor Issy Sampson (020 7859 8672) The People V OJ Simpson 

Deputy News Editor Rhiannon Evans (020 7859 8648) The Good Wife and One Born Every Minute

personal shopper
Style Editor Jo Hoare (020 7859 8659) 

 Deputy Style Editor Ellen Kerry (020 7859 8607) 
Style Intern Sophie Bronstein (020 7859 8673) I’m obsessed with the OJ programme

Pictures 
Picture Editor Clare Hepworth (020 7859 8666) The People V OJ Simpson is everything right now

Senior Picture Researcher Gisella Molinari (020 7859 8669) The People V OJ Simpson
Picture Researcher Rachel Lindsley (020 7859 8668) The People V OJ Simpson 

Picture Intern Chelsea Hughes (020 7859 8609) The People V OJ Simpson 

playlist
Entertainment Director Boyd Hilton (020 7859 8654) Season 5 of House Of Cards 

Entertainment Editor Kay Ribeiro (020 7859 8653) Toss up between Grantchester and The A Word
Deputy Entertainment Editor Jen Crothers (020 7859 8481) Nothing To Declare, always and forever

Film Editor Charles Gant (020 7859 8658) Inside Obama’s White House

Production
Production Ed Lisa Howells (020 7859 8676) Grey’s Anatomy: The Derek  and Mark Sloan Glory Years

Deputy Production Editor Isabelle Broom GoT, Line Of Duty, The Walking Dead… SO MANY!
 Senior Sub Editor Matthew Hurrell (020 7859 8678) Loose Women

Digital
  Digital Editor-in-Chief Alice Farmiloe Digital Director Hannah Rouch Brand Writer Emmeline 

Saunders Content & Social Manager Frederica Palmer

  Contributors: Radio Sarah Powell, Mark Higgins News Lucy Vine, Laura Martin 
Web Georgina Terry Geordie Shore, just like always

Suits
Publisher Richard Howard  Executive Content Director Jane Johnson Group Editorial 

Production Director Julie Emery The A Word and the OJ one Production Controller Alex Brook   
Business Analyst Minal Desai Assistant Managing Editor Becca Wood

Advertising
Group MD Abby Carvosso PA to Group MD Ali Meadley Head of Magazine Media Clare 

Chamberlain Head of Magazine Brands Rachel Flower (020 7295 5383) Group Commercial 
Director Simon Kilby Head of Radio Remy Kirk Brand Director Ethan Hall (0207 295 5477) 

Creative Solutions Director Hannah Morris (020 7295 6711) Creative Solutions Senior Executive 
Tori Lancaster (020 7520 6546) Media Sales Executive Alyssa Offermann (0207 295 8511) Media 
Sales Executive Mehmet Huseyin  (0207 295 5436) Marketplace Sales Exec Olivia Golder (0207  

295 6795) Media Planner Paige Phillips (0207 295 8590) Creative Solutions Art Director Victoria 
Clark (020 7520 6577) Regional Advertising Katherine Brown (0161 833 8639) Inserts Manager 

Simon Buckenham (020 7075 0812) Ad Production Manager Helen Mear (01733 468360)

Marketing
Group Marketing Director Anne-Marie Lavan Senior Marketing Manager Natalie Wilkins Head Of 

Newstrade Marketing  Leon Benoiton Newstrade Marketing Manager Marianne Billington Marketing
Executive Giorgia Smith Newstrade Marketing Executive Anisha Bains Direct Marketing Manager
Julie Spires Direct Marketing Executive Rebecca Lambert Printer Polestar Varnicoat Cover Printer

Wyndeham Impact Distributor Frontline, Midgate House, Midgate, Peterborough PE1 1TN Head Of 
Communications Jess Blake (020 7208 3424) 

Bauer Media
Chief Executive Paul Keenan  

Group Managing Director Rob Munro-Hall 
  

Bauer Consumer Media Limited is a company registered in England and Wales with company number 01176085, registered
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postage paid at Jamaica NY 11431. US Postmaster: Send address changes to heat, Air Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping Inc, 
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TO APPLY FOR WORK EXPERIENCE, GO TO WWW.GOTHINKBIG.CO.UK

This week’s burning question, answered by heat staff:
Which TV show are you obsessed with right now?

MAGAZINE I HEATWORLD.COM I HEAT TV I HEAT RADIO I HEAT EXTRA

Editor-in-chief
(mag, online, radio, TV, social)

Lucie Cave
Lucky Man

Editor 

Suzy Cox
The Affair (welcome back, Pacey!)

demi’s tour promise

iggy –

adam’s two in one

happy alone

Tune in to listen to Ryan every 
weekday from 1pm - 4pm
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shopper
Beach beauty
With cute details like textured bamboo 

brush handles and grass-skirt lids,  

these new additions to Benefit’s Hoola 

range are just the thing to get us into  

the spirit of summer. Now all we need  

is a real-life beach bar and a hot man  

toserveuspiñacoladasallday…
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see it. love it. buy it. wear it.

Benefit Zero Tanlines Body Bronzer, £19.50 

Benefit Dew The Hoola Liquid Bronzer, £22.50

Benefit Bronzing & Contouring Brush, £17.50

jo
Style editor

A realist. She’ll say
when you look good,

and how you can
look even better

Ellen
Deputy style

editor

Fashion fearless,
there’s no trend
Ellen won’t try

Sophie
Style intern

A real magpie
for bargains,
she’ll bring it

to you for less

Meet your Personal Shoppers
J - L A W ’ S  G O T  O N E ,  S O  W E ’ R E  G I V I N G  Y O U  T H R E E …
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PAY-DAY
SPECIAL



What’s in
T H E  P E R S O N A L  S H O P P    

S P E N D I N G L E S S O N C L A S S I C

P I E C E S T H A T W I L L W O R K H A R D

M I X I N G M E T A L L I C S W I T H

E V E R Y D A Y  T R E A T S 

Outfit lacking a bit of
sass? Pin these on to
tops, jackets, bags…

Brooches, ASOS, £8 for set

OK, so these will be my tenth
pair of black boots, but can you

ever really have enough?

ts a £26 99

Primark has one of the most
impressive bag selections on

the high street at the mo.

Bag, Primark, £9

y y
chilly for a ’90s feel.

Top, Zara, £9.99

it s only about a pound a go!

Bag, Chloé @ Veryexclusive.co.uk, £370

Less than thirty quid?
No-brain buy.

Shoes, Topshop, £29

I’m retiring my greys and 
browns for spring and doing  
a green smoky eye instead.

Clinique Lid Pop Eyeshadow in Willow, £15

Haven’t put your winter coat 
away yet? This should persuade 

you to part with it.

Coat, River Island, £65

T H I S  W E E K ,  J O  I S . . .T H I S  W E E K ,  S O P H I E  I S . . .

48 WWW.HEATWORLD.COM 2 – 8 APRIL 2016

I’m really into all denim
everything at the moment,
and River Island are getting

it SO right.

Stock up on boho buys now
in time for summer. It’s closer

than you think – honest.

Kimono, Zara, £39.99

ESSENTIAL 
BEAUTY 

BUY

THE PERFECT
SPRING

COVER-UP

Thought you couldn’t wear 
horizontal stripes if you’re  

over a size 10? These clever 
panels shave inches o�.

Dress, ASOS, £35

Top, £35; 

Skirt, £35; 

Boots, £90; 

Sunglasses,  

£16; Bag, £35
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shopper
p e r s o n a l

 I N  T H E I R  O N L I N E  B A S K E T S

Cindy Crawford’s 
beautiful children
Presley and Kaia have hit  

the gene jackpot.

M&S bomber  
jackets

Every one is a winner  
this season.

Samantha Barks’ 
swimsuit

Who knew she had  
that killer bod?

Matching 
your clothes 
to your tan
Especially when 

they’re bright 
orange,Megan 

McKenna.

If it doesn’t suit Ka
Hudson,it’s not going  

to suit anyone.

Gaga’s cuffs
You’re gonna dip those in  

your dinner, love.

T H I S  W E E K ,  E L L E N  I S . . .

S T O C K I N G  U P  O N  F O R E V E R 

D R E S S E S  A N D  P R E T T Y  P A N T S

Layer with a roll neck for day,  
then a lacy cami at night – I love  

this pinny-style frock.

Dress, M&S Best of British, £99

Small, bottle green and with  
a perfectly formed golden 

pineapple. Perfection.

Bag, TRF @ Zara, £22.99

I’d wear this polka dot midi
with a chunky cream cardi  

and matte red lips.

Dress, Topshop Boutique, £95

Th ve  
g

Bra, £18; Briefs, £10,  

both ASOS

STYLE-O-METER
W H A T  W E ’ R E  T O T A L

I N T O  –  A N D  W H A T  W E

U N F O L L O W  T H I S  W E E
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River Island’s new Plus line is 
packed with classics and on-trend 

pieces in sizes 18-24.

 THE 
LUNCHTIME 

TREAT

 

 

  

  

 





Diane
Kruger

The actress shows

co-ords are a stylish

way to work the trend.

You’ll also get extra

wear from two pieces.

Charli
XCX

Take a tip from the

singer and tuck a cute

sweater into a high-

waisted pair to triple

up on your trends.

Jessica
Alba

Pair with courts

and a crisp white shirt

for a fashionable way

to do work wear,

à la actress Jess.

Natalie
Dormer
A wide-leg suit

is super-chic, and a

plunging cami stops

the GoT star’s look

being masculine.

Kendall
Jenner

White is surprisingly

flattering. Wear loose

on the hips like the

model – add a hint of

tum if you feel brave.

Wide-leg trousers
C E L E B S A R E P R O V I N G T H I S T R E W S T R E N D

I S B A C K – A N D B I G G E R T H A N E V E R

shopper
p e r s o n a l

W H Y  I T  W O R K S
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find it on

the high street

wallis, £40





shopper
p e r s o n a l

S T Y L E E D I T O R
J O O N T H E N E W
P R O D U C T S  Y O U 
S H O U L D  R E A L L Y 
B O T H E R  W I T H  
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lip smacking
Burberry Full Kisses Lipstick, £24

These new lippies do a whole  

lot more than just add a splash of 

bold colour to your pout – the pen-

shaped bullet makes it way easier 

to define and sculpt lips, meaning 

you can kick your liner to the kerb 

during busy mornings. And the 

best bit? They are so hydrating,

there’s not even any need for

the usual slathering of lip balm

before applying to your smackers.

Well worth the luxury price tag.

supreme cleaning
Garnier Micellar Oil-Infused Cleansing Water, £4.99

With my easily irritated face, I’ve missed out on 

the micellar trend – even the gentlest ones leave 

me feeling uncomfortable. Thanks, then, to 

Garnier for bringing out this version with oil for 

sensitive skin – it more than pleases my fussy 

face, leaving it beautifully cleansed.

happy feet
Footner Exfoliating  

Socks, £19.99

Warning: these  

are gross. But also 

amazing. You wear 

them for one hour, 

but that’s just the 

start. Do not, under 

any circumstances, 

use them within ten 

days of wishing  

to show your feet in 

public, as they will 

be peeling  

and flaking like  

a Boa constrictor 

shedding its skin. 

But get over the 

horror – nothing 

will make your feet 

more baby soft.

spa life
The Body Shop Oils Of Life Intensely

Revitalising Sleeping Cream, £28

With any overnight product, I don’t

only care about results – the real

appeal for me is how luxurious  

it feels to apply and how much it 

helps me wind down at the end 

of the day. This scores highly on 

both. It rubs in beautifully without 

a hint of greasiness and smells 

suiciently spa-like to make you 

feel totally zen. Then, when you 

wake up, you’ll be all glowy and 

hydrated. A real treat.

REALIST
BeautyT
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Connect
F A S H I O N

M&S, £69 Reiss, £265 Zalando, £70

ASOS, £25 Zalando, £60 Zalando, £30

Reiss, £195 F&F, £18 Dune, £59

2  P L U S  A  B L O U S E

3 A D D A B AG

4  T H E N  S O M E  B R O G U E S

1  STA R T  W I T H  A  C OAT

Topshop, £35 Topshop, £35M&S, £29.50

Classic cut

and colour

why we   Alicia 

Vikander’s look...

Alicia’s ultra-feminine, 
but here she shows us 

how to wear smart-casual 
for spring in a tailored 

coat and brogues.



O E S  D O W N ,  T H E N  S W A P  P R E P P Y  F O R  P L A Y F U L

 NIGHT

FOUR

Public Desire, £29.99 Ego, £29.99 Boohoo, £30

Perfect

for the o�ce

and the pub

Rochelle Humes for Very, £35

Boohoo, £6 Topshop, £32 American Eagle, £30

Boohoo, £8 Missguided, £22

Boohoo, £22 New Look, £17.99ASOS, £45

2  P L U S  S O M E  C U L O T T E S

3  A D D  A  P U R S E

4  T H E N  S O M E  H E E L S

1  STA R T  W I T H  A  T O P

shopper
p e r s o n a l

why we   Emma 

Roberts’ look...

Emma adds some fun  
to her smart peplum/
culottes combo with  

a pair of colour-popping 
killer heels.

PAY-DAY
SPECIAL



Get your 
conf idence
back!
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H
avinganunexpected leak

used tocauseusblushes,

butwe’renot alone.

Didyouknowone in

threewomen in theUKhave

experienced lightbladder

weakness*?Yes, it’smore

commonthanyou’d think.

Butyoudon’thave to let it

stand in thewayof your life.

We’ve found themost

commoncauses for those

peskyOooopsmoments™

are laughing, sneezingand

pregnancy.So,we’vebeen

on thehunt for theperfect

solution.Andwe’ve found

it: lightsbyTENAliners.

Thesuper slim lightsby

TENAlinershaveanew

thinner core,making them

morediscreet thaneverbefore.

What’smore, the lightsby

TENALightLinerand lights

byTENALinerareproven to

befive timesdrier thana regular

liner**, soyoucan feel fresh

anddryall day long.

Therearefive typesof

ultra thin lightsbyTENA

products tochoose from.

Eachhasbuilt inFeelFresh

Technology™,whichcontrols

odourandhelps lock in

moisture,meaningyou

cancarryonyourday

withoutworryingabout

anyunexpected leaks.

Plus, lightsbyTENAsingle

wrapped linershave some

seriouslydiscreetpackaging

soyou’vegotnothing toworry

aboutwhenyouslip theminto

yourhandbag.Fromanight

outwith thegirls, toplaydates

in thepark,wewouldn’t be

without lightsbyTENA.

Tofindout justwhywe’re

suchbig fansof lightsby

TENAliners,visit

lightsbyTENA.co.uk to

get your free sample.

It’s time forus to

forget about those

Oooopsmoments

for goodandgetback

to feelingourbest.

to get your free sample,  visit lightsbyTENA.co.uk

OOOOPS! 
anonymous
MOTHER OF ALL 

NIGHTMARES

Having my mother-in-law 

answer a saucy text message 

I’d sent to my husband was

mortifying. Especially when  

I chided for him not playing

along. I still can’t look  

her in the eye.

CHILD-LOCK NEEDED

My young son pressed the

“open door” button while  

I was on the loo on a packed 

train. Luckily a kind man 

pressed the close button just 

as I stood up to push it – 

flashing the whole queue.

PARTY POOPER

After a couple of wines  

I thought I was Taylor Swift  

on the dance floor. Well, until  

I slipped mid Shake It O� and 

snapped the heel on my shoe 

and landed on my bum. 

Oooops moments happen to us all, c’est la vie. 
but don’t let them stop you doing what you love…
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Fanta lips
A D D  S O M E  Z I N G  T O  Y O U R 
L O O K  W I T H  A  S L I C K  
O F  O R A N G E - R E D  L I P P I E

T
o celebrate the end  

of winter and the

start of spring, we’re

shelving nude lipsticks

in favour of a delicious burst

of colour. Inspired by the

orange-red kissers at Victoria

Beckham S/S16, we’ll be

wearing our Fanta-flavoured

mouth with fresh, dewy skin,

groomed brows and a brush

of light brown eyeshadow.
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Lord & Berry 

Crayon Lipstick 

in Fire, £10

Bourjois Rouge 

Edition Soule de 

Velvet in 01, £6.99

MAC Lipstick in 

Saigon Summer, 

£15.50

Rimmel The Only 1 

Lipstick in Call Me 

Crazy, £6.99

Revlon Just Bitten

Balm Stain in

Rendezvous,

£7.99

NARS High-Shine 

Lip Gloss in Bright 

Orange-Red, 

£19.50
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PAY-DAY
SPECIAL
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W H A T B E T T E R W A Y T O C E L E B R A T E T H E
E N D O F T H E M O N T H T H A N S P L A S H I N G
O U T O N A S T Y L I S H T R E A T F O R Y O U R F E E T ?

If Ri-Ri starred in a
remake of Gladiator,
the result would be  
a sassy style fest. Just 
like these new sandals.

2. reworked
gladiators

street is
with look-at-

They make 
dullest outfits 
et ready.

atement 

Kat Maconie,

£170

Topshop,

£56

Topshop, £52 M&S, £49.50

So fierce,

they’re worth

a splurge

Carvela,

£120

NAIL TWO
TRENDS BY
CHOOSING

TASSELS

Oice,

£48
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16

 Spring’s top 4 
shoe trends PAY-DAY

SPECIAL

Zara,

£49.99
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Zara,

£59.99

Dune, £80River Island, £24 Oice, £62 River Island, £50

Carvela,

£130

R
O
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E 
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Wear with

anything

SHOW  
OFF YOUR 
MELONS

Topshop,

£56

Miss KG,

£99
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16

Terry de 

Havilland @ 

Very Exclusive,

 £185
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Comfy they’re not, but  
who said fashion was 
easy? Get practising and 
remember even Victoria 
Beckham has bunions….

3. pointy toes

Oice,

£58

Madness,

£48
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ASOS, £28 Topshop, £59

Carvela, £110 ASOS, £45

Zara, £39.99 Topshop, £52
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We love the

detail on these
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Who’d have thought
the footwear of choice
for ’80s mums would b  
the most crush-worthy 
heels of S/S16? 

4. mules

Not a fan of your

toes? Choose 

a closed style

METALLICS
ARE STILL

HUGE

Oice,

£58

Senso @ Very 

Exclusive,

£190

Simply Be,

£28

Topshop,

£125

Zara,

£29.99

Daisy Street,

£29.99
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ADD SASS 
WITH AN  

OVERSIZED 
BUCKLE

Topshop, 

£59

Dune,

£80



Subscribe today  
& benefit from:
O Welcome gift, worth £33
O Never miss an issue
O Free delivery to your door or free  
download to your digital device

G
et heat magazine

delivered to your door

and pay just £33.50

every six months. Plus,

we’ll send you this FREE gift of 

an anatomicals bath mat, shower 

cap and two body cleansers .

Sass up your shower time with 

anatomicals. The tongue-in-

cheek company “Only Wants You 

For Your Body”, and that will be 

left looking and smelling good 

enough to eat after you’ve used 

the Your Nose Smells Rose and 

Get Lost Grime Body Cleansers. 

This gift  also includes a funky 

shower cap and bath mat. These 

fun, paraben-free toiletries are 

super-hard working. So, just  

like oxygen, water, gravity and 

chocolate fudge cake, you’ll soon 

wonder how you ever managed to 

survive without them.

Get a Free 
Anatomicals 
Bath Set when 
you subscribe 
to heat

GIFT  
WORTH 

£35 
Visit www.greatmagazines.co.uk/heat
Call the hotline now on 01858 438 884 (quote BCAA) 
TERMS & CONDITIONS: SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL START WITH THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE. DIRECT DEBIT PAYMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO BE TAKEN UNLESS YOU TELL US OTHERWISE. THIS OFFER CLOSES ON 5 

APRIL 2016. THIS OFFER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. COST FROM LANDLINES FOR 01 NUMBERS PER MINUTE ARE (APPROXIMATE) 2P TO 10P. COST FROM MOBILES PER 

MINUTE (APPROXIMATE) 10P TO 40P. COSTS VARY DEPENDING ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION IN THE UK. YOU MAY GET FREE CALLS TO SOME NUMBERS AS PART OF YOUR CALL PACKAGE – PLEASE 

CHECK WITH YOUR PHONE PROVIDER. ORDER LINES OPEN 8AM-9.30PM (MON-FRI), 8AM-4PM (SAT). UK ORDERS ONLY. OVERSEAS? PLEASE PHONE +44 1858 438 828 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. CALLS MAY BE 

MONITORED OR RECORDED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES. *54% SAVINGS APPLIES WHEN YOU PURCHASE A DIGITAL AND PRINT SUBSCRIPTION TOGETHER. GIFTS ARE AVAILABLE TO UK SUBSCRIBERS ONLY, 

GIFTS ARE LIMITED TO 250 UNITS, WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REPLACE THE GIFT WITH ONE OF SIMILAR TYPE AND VALUE.

PRINT:
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£33.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £67, plus gift. Or pay £75 and
get 51 issues when you pay by
credit/debit card or PayPal

DIGITAL:
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£24.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £49, plus gift. Or pay £49
and get 51 issues when you pay
by credit/debit card or PayPal

PRINT & DIGITAL:
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£38.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £77, plus gift. Or pay £85 and
get 51 issues when you pay by
credit/debit card or PayPal

BEST- 
VALUE
 OFFER

CHOOSE FROM 3 OPTIONS:
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T R E N D  I N  1 0

1. THE BLOUSE

5. THE HAT

9. THE GILET

2. THE SMOCK

4. THE BAG

3. THE NECKLACE

1. Blouse, Next, £38

2. Smock, New Look, £29.99 

3. Necklace, ASOS, £17 

4. Bag, ASOS, £35 

5. Hat, Pimkie, £16.99 

6. Jeans, H&M, £29.99

7. Boots, Look Again, £45 

8. Dress, Glamorous, £28

9. Gilet, Topshop, £78

10. Skirt, Motel, £32

10. THE SKIRT
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Pay-day  

all
products

avaILable at
boots

S
pring is just round

the corner. OK, we

know the weather

might not know

it yet, but the shops

are full of beautiful new

beauty trends to try out.

Whether you feel like

trying a knotty new hair

trend or experimenting

with a totally di�erent

make-up look, such as

baby blue eyes, you’ll

find everything you need

at Boots. From high-end

spoil-yourself brands to

everyday staples, Boots

has got it all – and if your

local branch doesn’t

have that lipstick or

perfume that’s key to

tomorrow night’s date,

just order by 8pm and

you can collect it from

your local store the

next day, from 12pm.

Here’s our pick of

this month’s top

don’t-miss Boots

must-haves.

LI
LY
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O
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 D
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P

Baby blues
Yes, your mum’s 
favourite look from 
back in the day is 
having a moment! 
Blue eyeshadow has 
an undeservedly unfair 
reputation. But with 
memories of ’70s and 
’80s frosted shades, 
it’s easy to overlook 
how fresh and pretty 
the colour can be. 
Follow our tips for  
a fresh, 2016 take  
on the trend…

1 
Worn fully round 
the eyes just like 
Lily-Rose Depp 

(above) is the coolest 
way to do it. A pared- 
down version of the 

superhero blue masks 
of shadow seen on 
the Chanel catwalk, 
it’s a surprisingly easy 
statement look to copy.

2  
An eye crayon is 
the easiest way 
to do it. Simply 

smudge all over your 
lid, use a brush for 
better precsion, then 
draw a fine line under 
your lower lash line.

3 
If you want to 
build the intensity
of the shade and

make the look last all 
night, you can apply  
a powder shadow on
top. Finish with lashing
of black mascara.

BEAUTY TREND

Clinique ChubbySti
Shadow TintForEye
Massive Midnight,£

Maybelline EyeStudio 
Color Tattoo 24hr Cream 
Gel Eyeshadow, £4.99 

Bold Metals 
Collection 

by Real 
Techniques 202 

Angled Liner,
£10

SEVENTEEN Eye Eye Crayon, £3.99, exclusively @ Boots

Max Factor Smokey Eye 
Drama Kit in  Azzure 

Allure, £7.99

No7 Stay Precise Liquid Liner, 
£7.50, exclusively @ Boots

 get your p ick of the best beauty bu
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O U R  T O P  B E A U T Y B U Y S T H I S
M O N T H  –  A N D T H E Y ’ R E A L L
A V A I L A B L E A T B O O T S !
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for seriously big hair.

TRESemmé Max The Volume
Foam, £5.50 for 150ml

PROTECT

Nothing damages your
hair more than heat, so do

something about it.

Toni & Guy Prep Heat Protection 
Mist, £6.99 for 150ml

TREAT

Perfect for greasy
roots and dry ends.

L’Oréal Elvive Clay Masque,
£5.99 for 150ml

GROW

Cos every girl wants
that extra half inch.

Lee Sta�ord Hair Growth Treatment,
£8.49 for 200ml, exclusively @ Boots

HOLD

There’s a reason Elnett is
in every hairdresser’s kit.

L’Oréal Elnett, £6.70  
for 400ml

Treat yourself
If you’re a DIY gel fan, then this starter kit is an 
absolute must-have. Turning any polish into  
a gel, it means no shade is o� limits. Genius!

SensatioNail Polish To Gel Starter Kit,  
£49.99, exclusively @ Boots

Trend of  
the week 
Adriana’s knot
For a style this precise, you ne  
a hairspray that won’t budge 
– and this is exactly that. Apply  
to a brush before smoothing  
the hair into a ponytail.

Schwarzkopf got2b Glued Blastin  
Freeze Spray, £3 for 300ml
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ys at Boots.com/heatmagazine

6 OF THE BEST...

3 for 2 
on hair

NOURISH

A beauty ed’s secret, this 
bargainous brand is as good  
as shampoos twice the price. 

OGX R  Moroccan A an Oil 
   



Peter
Andre

Y O U R S A T U R D A Y A F T E R N O O N  P L A Y L I S T  S O R T E D

YOUR WEEKEND DOSE OF #REHEAT 
ANTHEMS WITH MASSIVE HITS FROM 
THE ’80S, ’90S AND NOUGHTIES

SATURDAYS 12PM-2PM

FIND US ON DAB DIGITAL RADIO, FREEVIEW CHANNEL 716, 
VIA THE FREE HEAT RADIO APP, ONLINE AT HEATWORLD.COM

RETUNE YOUR 
DAB RADIO NOW TO 
LISTEN TO AN EVEN 
BIGGER HEAT RADIO 
FIND OUT MORE AT 
HEATWORLD.COM/

HEATRETUNE



ANNA
FRIEL’S BIG
NEW ROLE
don’t miss detective
Marcella P88

HEAT
STARS
IN PLEBS
read our on-set 
exclusive P80
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FLYING
HIGH
TARON EGERTON AND HUGH 

JACKMAN BRING DEEP JOY IN 
EDDIE THE EAGLE P72

Coming up in Playlist...

list
YOUR

ent i ent

CHRIS 
HEMSWORTH 
SPEAKS!
he chats to us about  
the huntsman P71
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American TV is oicially going

’80s and ’90s remake crazy.

Among the current projects being

made for the 2016 pilot season are

reboots or spin-o�s of films and

TV classics Dirty Dancing, Cruel

Intentions, The A-Team, Fame,

Galaxy Quest, Hart To Hart,

Heathers and Lethal Weapon.

Details on some of these

reimaginings are sketchy, but we

do know Dirty Dancing will return

as a three-hour (!) TV movie

DIRTY DANCING GETS R
starring Abigail Breslin as Baby 

(originally played by Jennifer Grey), 

along with hot dancer Colt Prattes  

as Johnny (made famous by the 

legendary Patrick Swayze). 

As for Cruel Intentions, the exciting 

news is that original star Sarah 

Michelle Gellar will return as Kathryn 

Merteuil in the pilot, with new cast 

members as prep-school hotties, 

while the TV series of Lethal Weapon 

will star Damon Wayans Sr.  

(The Last Boy Scout) as Murtaugh 

L
ast week, we were

treated to not one,

but two trailers for the 

third Bridget Jones 

movie and one thing is 

clear  Bridge’s love life is still 

extremely complicated.

The trailer finally brought 

confirmation that Bridget will be 

torn between two loves – Mark 

Darcy (Colin Firth, still looking  

as geekily gorgeous as ever) and 

Jack Qwant (Grey’s Anatomy 

heartthrob Patrick Dempsey).   

In fact, even though things 

appear to have gone wrong  

in Mark and Bridget’s marriage, 

there’s a “50 per cent chance”  

that either man could be 

responsible for the titular baby.

There’ll also be plenty of 

familiar Bridget territory – she’s 

still a bit of a joke at work (though 

she’s been promoted), still enjoys 

narrating while walking around 

London landmarks and wears 

even bigger big pants these days. 

There are embarrassing set 

pieces (she ends up face-down in  

a muddy festival field), birthday 

cupcakes for one and, of course, 

Celine Dion’s All By Myself.

All of her friends and family 

make a return to the film (though 

Hugh Grant doesn’t) and there 

are some new faces, too – Emma 

Thompson (who’s also worked  

on the script) is her baby doctor 

and, er, Ed Sheeran has a cameo.

The rest, however, will have  

to wait until 16 September, when 

the film’s released.

BRIDGET JONES’S BABY:
EVERYTHING WE KNOW
BRIDGE IS BACK – WITH A BUN IN THE OVEN

heat playlist

news
The week’s BIG entertainment stories
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In a dream casting move, Game 

Of Thrones and Star Wars: The 

Force Awakens star Gwendoline 

Christie will be teaming up with 

the great Elisabeth Moss (Mad 

Men) for the hugely anticipated 

second series of BBC2 crime 

drama Top Of The Lake. The 

mini-series will again be 

co-created and directed by 

Oscar- winner Jane Campion 

(The Piano). Events in the new 

serial (titled China Girl) will

pick up four years on from the

ending of series one, when the

unidentified body of an Asian

girl washes up on Sydney’s

Bondi Beach. And Moss’

detective Robin Gri�n

discovers that China Girl didn’t

die alone. The show is filming

now and will premiere on

BBC2 next year.

GWENDOLINE
CHRISTIE

JOINS TOP OF
THE LAKE 2

Nobody puts  

Abi in the  

corner

Gwen: top  

of the list
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Detailshavebeenconfirmedfor

theDVDandBlu rayreleaseof

StarWars:TheForceAwakens

andthey’reprettyexciting.We’llget

toseedeletedscenes 20minutes

thatdidn’tmakethefinalcut,

plusafeature lengthdocumentary

calledTheForceAwakens:

ACinematicJourney ,which

debutedattheSXSWFestival in

Texaslastweek.There’llalsobe

footageofthefirst evertableread

forthefilm,whichwaswhenthe

newcastmembersmetupwiththe

olderoriginalStarWars iconslike

HarrisonFordandCarrieFisher

forthefirsttime.TheDVDand

Blu-raywillbeoutintheUKon

18April,but

ifyoucan’t

wait,youcan

downloadit

digitallyaweek

earlierfrom

iTunesand

SkyStoreetc.

EBOOTED

EXTRA
STAR WARS

IT’S
MISCHA
BARTON
VS LEN
GOODMAN! 

Here’s a showbiz  

spat we never 

thought we’d see: 

Hollywood star 

Mischa Barton  

of The OC fame, 

against dear old 

Len Goodman  

o� Strictly Come 

Dancing. It’s all kicking 

o� because Len is also a judge

on Dancing With The Stars, 

the US version of Strictly,  

and Mischa is one of the celeb 

dancers. In the most recent 

episode, Barton performed  

an underwhelming tango, and 

Len let rip, explaining, “That 

wasn’t a dance,” which led 

poor Mischa to start crying. 

We promise to keep tabs on 

the unlikely Len versus Mischa 

battle in the weeks to come. 

and Clayne Crawford 

(Rectify) as Riggs.

Perhaps the best idea  

of all these reboots is Hart  

To Hart, a remake of the 

gloriously cheesy late ’70s/

early ’80s drama about the 

husband and wife crime-

solving duo, but this time it’ll 

be a gay detective couple. 

Hopefully we’ll get to see 

these throwbacks later this 

year on UK TV. Cannot. Wait. 

HOTTIE #1 HOTTIE #2

“Quick, the 

new DVD 

is out”

Len: harsh  

but fair 

Hello Cruel 

world: Sarah 

Michelle returns

Out with the big 

pants, in with the 

denim shorts



Dreaming of getting your hands on your own home?   

p r o m o t i o n

 This could be the ideal time to look into buying

M
ost young people

have given up getting

anywhere near the

property ladder, but

thanks to the government,

there’s now more than one

option out there for first-time

buyers. heat magazine’s Jen

Crothers bought her own home

in north London last December.

How did you buy a flat?

I looked into various schemes,

as I knew there was no way

 I could buy on my own – I’d

almost completely given up on

Open the door 
to owning 
your home

Find out 
more...
Owning your own home couldbe

more realistic than you think,

thanks to the government’s

home-buying schemes. They’ve

already helped over 200,000

home owners so why not findout

if they can help you. Visit  

ownyourhome.gov.uk for more

information.

property ownership. I think a lot

of people don’t realise there is a

lot of help out there for getting on

the property ladder – from Helpto

Buy to Shared Ownership.

What’s di�erent about owning

rather than renting?

I’ve been able to do loads 

I couldn’t when I was renting – 

I’ve been able to hang pictures 

without worrying about any 

deposit-stealing holes, and  

I adopted a lovely little rescue 

cat called Ernie. Plus, working 

from home means taking over 

the kitchen, and not hiding away 

in my bedroom. So far so great.

How did you choose how to 

furnish your flat?

I was really lucky to inherit  

some of my gran’s old furniture. 

My favourite thing is her tea 

trolley, which gets so many 

compliments, and it’s a constant 

reminder of an amazing lady.

What’s your favourite  

thing in the flat?

I am obsessed with everything 

Transport For London-related: 

posters, signs, cushions…  

I love it all. I’ve had to curb my 

transport accessory habit, 

though, for fear of my flat looking

like a Tube museum, which 

could be embarrassing. ■

Jen’s gran’s 

tea trolley in 

pride of place

Working 

from home 

is easy

Her love of 

transport is 

everywhere

Wall 

mounting: 

surprisingly 

satisfying

Ernie 

the cat’s 

birdwatching

VISIT OWNYOURHOME.GOV.UK  TO FIND OUT MORE
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Hemsworth:  

Australian for  

“hot blond 

hunk”

P
A

P
H

O
T

O
S

W
henitcomestomovie

stars,Australiareally

isthegiftthatkeepson

giving.Andthere’snoone

we’dratherseewrapped

uponourdoorstepthan

6ft2blondhunkChrisHemsworth,32,

whoswunghiswayintoourlustful

imaginationsashammer-twirlerThor.

He’sgoingforlaughssooninthe

Ghostbustersreboot,oppositean

all-femalespirit-splattingteam

includingMelissaMcCarthyand

KristenWiig.Beforethat,hehasthe

titleroleinTheHuntsman:Winter’s

War, thistimeoppositeCharlizeTheron,

JessicaChastainandEmilyBlunt.

Lastyear,ChrisandactresswifeElsa

PatakymovedfromLAtoByronBay

withtheirthreekids India,three,

andtwinsTristanandSasha,two.

Hetellsus aboutfamilylifeand

bringingbacktheHuntsman.

WasmovingbacktoAustraliaabout

agoodchildhoodforyourkids?

Yeah,everythingIdoisstructured

aroundit.Afriendofmine whodidn’t

haveagoodrelationshipwithhisdad

saidtome,“EverythingI’mdoingnow

isbecauseofallthewrongthingshedid.”

ButIhaveadifferentexperience,and

I’mveryfortunatetobedoing things

basedonhowIwasshown.

Whoisthemostactiveof yourkids?

Tristan he’sintoeverythingand

justdoesn’tstop.He’salwayscrashing

intothings.Sashaismuchmoreabout

observing.Heunderstands,“IfIpull

yourhair,you’regoingtodropthattoy!”

Whatdidyouthinkwhenthey

firstproposedbringingback

yourcharacterfromSnowWhite

AndTheHuntsman?

Myfirstquestionwas,“Istherean

interestinit?Dopeoplewanttoseeit?”

Iwasreallyproudofthefirstfilm,

butIthink,tonally, if wewerehaving

anothergoatit,Iwantedtodosomething

different.Thisscriptisfunnier

andlighter,withmoreadventure.

What’sdrivinghimthistime?

Itstartswithaflashback,sowehave

anunderstandingof hisbackstory,

andhowhebecametheHuntsman.

Thestorythenpicksupaftertheevents

ofSnowWhiteAndTheHuntsman

hispastiscomingbacktohaunthim.

Wereyouthinkingaboutaprequel

whilemakingthefirstfilm?

Iwasstandingonsetonedaywith

JoeRoth,theproducer,andhe’s

knownforbringingtolifealotof the

fairytalesthatwe’dseenyearsago.

Jokingly,Iwaslike,“Icouldgo

rescueRapunzelorCinderella.”

Itstartedwithuskindof humoring

eachother,butthenwestarted

thinkingmoreseriouslyandgoing,

“OK,whatwouldthatstorybe?”

ThemovieintroducesJessica

Chastainasyourlifelonglove.

Howdidshebecomeinvolved?

Irememberthefirstthingshe

saidwas,“DoIgettokickarse?”

Isaid,“Ifyou’reinterested,

we’llmakethathappen.”

Whenshewasfirst

inconversations,and

sowereEmilyand

Charlize,Ithought,

“God,ifwepullthis

offandeveryone

assembles,thisis

hugelyexciting.”

Oncetheysigned

up,itwasgameon.

You’recomingupinthe

Ghostbustersreboot.

Howdoyouthinkthe

all-femalespinwillworkout?

It’sawesome itfeelslessofaremake,

aswhattheybringtoit issomething

unique.Notjustbeingfemale,butinthe

sensethatthey’resofunnyandsmart.

Ithinkpeoplewillbeblownawaybyit.

TheHuntsman:Winter’sWaropens

nationwideonMonday4April

THE ACTOR ON GIVING HIS KIDS AN AUSSIE
UPBRINGING AND THE NEW HUNTSMAN FILM

Starring alongside 

Jessica Chastain in  

the new Huntsman

“Everything
       I do is for
the kids”

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E

CHRIS HEMSWORTH

With his twins, Tristan 

and Sasha. SO CUTE
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STARRING: Taron Egerton,

Hugh Jackman,JoHartley

DIRECTOR: Dexter Fletcher

(CERT PG, 106 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: Irrepressible Michael “Eddie” 

Edwards (Egerton) spots an opportunity 

to become the first-ever Briton to compete 

in ski jumping at the Winter Olympics. 

Now he just needs to learn the sport…

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Turning 

below-par Olympian Eddie into  

a punchline would have been the easy, but 

wrong, approach. Instead, director Dexter 

Fletcher ofers an afectionate tribute, 

energised by a winning Taron Egerton. 

Hugh Jackman adds grit as the washed-up 

ski jumper who’s Eddie’s reluctant mentor.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? So many 

voices are queuing up to hail Eddie The 

Eagle as the next Britcom smash, it’s in 

danger of being rather over-hyped.

VERDICT: Take Eddie to your hearts.  

This film is adorable. ★★★★ CHARLES GANT
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That Eddie the 

Eagle sure does 

scrub up well

heatplaylist

CharlesGantonthisweek’s new releases

“Fancy another 

game of table 

tennis?”

Eddie Edwards is  

as far away from 

Kingsman’s Eggsy  

as you can get. Was that 

part of the appeal?

It’s my bid for versatility, 

really. I’ve been ofered 

quite a few rude boys of late. 

But Dexter [Fletcher, the 

director] was very on the 

money with this. He said,  

“I have absolutely no 

interest in sending this guy 

up. It can be funny, he can 

have mishaps, but he needs 

heart and soul, and he 

needs to be real and 

believable.” That’s what 

Dexter’s brilliant at.

What did you know  

of Eddie? This all 

happened before you 

were born, right?

The year before I was born, 

yes, so I knew nothing.  

I asked my mum, “Who’s 

Eddie the Eagle?” She went,  

“The ginger guy from the 

Olympics?” I figured it out.

You’re not quite in 

Kingsman shape here…

[Laughs.] There’s a perverse 

enjoyment in seeing myself 

on the monitors. I went 

through four months on 

Kingsman where every 

efort was made to make me 

look as good as possible, and 

it’s the complete opposite.

How was it working 

with Hugh Jackman, 

who plays your 

reluctant coach?

His reputation as the nicest 

man in Hollywood is not 

enough – he’s so sickeningly 

lovely. He’s brilliant at 

everything and really 

physically able. He played 

me at table tennis and 

annihilated me, but

the whole time was

bolstering my

confidence. I

wanted tohithim.

Have you

become  

a good skier?

I have learned, but

I was terrible to begin

with. When you’re doing it,

you realise how dangerous

it is. But I won’t be doing the

90-metre jump. To be safe 

doing that, you have to have 

done it from the age of four. 

It’s why Eddie kept hurting 

himself – he started late.

EDDIE THE EAGLE

THE KINGSMAN  HOTTIE HAS A MAKE-
UNDER TO PLAY EDDIE THE EAGLE

TARON
EGERTON

 IN
TERVIEW

IN
TERVIEWf ilms



1 EDDIETHE EAGLE (PG)

The funny,sweetand

charmingstoryofBritain’s

mostfamously inept

Olympian is a real  

winner. ★★★★

2 10 CLOVERFIELD
LANE (12A)

John Goodman stars in this

powerful suspenseful genre

flick set in a survivalist’s

bunker. ★★★★

3 ZOOTROPOLIS (PG)

Abunnycopteamsupwith

asmall-timecriminalfoxto

solveacaseinthisdelightful

animaltalefromDisney

Animation.★★★★

4 VICTORIA (15)

Shotinrealtimeover

twohoursinBerlin,this

highlyoriginalgenrehybrid

feelstotallyfreshand

modern.★★★★★

5 HAIL,CAESAR! (12A)

TheCoens’ loveletter

to’50sHollywood

isequalpartssmartly

funnyandindulgently

silly.★★★★

OUR TOP FIVE

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

f ilms

STARRING: Roman Atwood,

Vitaly Zdorovetskiy,  

Dennis Roady 

DIRECTORS Roman Atwood, 

Ben Pluimer  

(CERT 15, 89 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: Three popular YouTube 

pranksters unite for a series of 

around 30 sketches of varying 

duration, bringing trauma and  

then incredulous relief to

innocent members of the public.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? A few

sketches are clever, notably  

a human cannonball stunt that  

the crowd is fooled into thinking 

has ended in horrific carnage.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? Much 

of the film is unremarkable filler 

(“cops” urinating in the street),  

too many of the pranks are at the 

expense of society’s less privileged

(a fake ATM spewing cash in a poor

neighbourhood, for example), and

one sequence trades in troubling 

stereotypes about Chinese cuisine.

VERDICT: Playing in UK cinemas 

on April Fools’ Day only, these 

pranksters’ first feature-length 

e�ort will find its true niche as 

late-night home viewing for the 

truly wasted. ★★ CHARLES GANT
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STARRING: Laia Costa, 

Frederick Lau, Franz Rogowski 

DIRECTOR: Sebastian Schipper 

(CERT 15, 138 MINUTES)

 

THE PLOT: Exiting a Berlin 

nightclub, Madrid-born Victoria 

(Costa) collides with four local lads. 

Banter, beers and flirtation with 

sympathetic Sonne (Lau) ensues  

forming a connection that suddenly 

sees her assisting in a crime.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Shot in 

real time in a single shot with no 

edits, this brilliantly original film 

transitions from slacker romance  

to pulse-quickening heist thriller.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? 

Although director Schipper 

cleverly carries us along this 

unlikely two-hour journey,  

some are going to struggle to  

accept Victoria’s rash actions.

VERDICT: Elevated by the 

single-shot conceit, but also 

o�ering real depth, Victoria 

delivers a blast of energy that’s 

positively elating. It’s one of the  

best films you’ll see this year. 

★★★★★ CHARLES GANT

“A little snooze – 

this single shot 

business is tiring”

Laughing all  

the way to  

the prank 

VICTORIA

NATURAL BORN 
PRANKSTERS



Arrow
AVAILABLEONBLU-RAYANDDVD

After spending five years

stranded on a remote

island, billionaire playboy

Oliver Queen returns home

to Starling City a changed

man. In fact, he's become

a bow and arrow wielding

hero, fighting crime and

the vigilantes who have

changed the landscape of

his town. Dark, dangerous

and gripping crime fighting

at its best.★★★★★

The Flash
AVAILABLEONBLU-RAYAND DVD

Blessed with superhuman 

speed thanks to an

accident involving a

lightning bolt, crime scene 

investigator Barry Allen 

(Grant Gustin) becomes 

The Flash a Central

City crime fighting

badass in a slick one piece.  

If you’re a fan of Arrow, 

then you’ll love this

spin of of that series.

★★★★★

ManOfSteel
AVAILABLEONBLU-RAY,DVDANDDIGITALHD

Get your fill of a Lycra-clad Henry Cavill in this 

reworking of the Superman origin story, telling  

the saga of  how he came to be who he is. From his 

beginnings in Smallville to his time on the Daily Planet 

as Clark Kent, it’s the perfect time to catch up on his 

backstory before Batman V Superman. ★★★★★

The Dark
Knight Rises
AVAILABLE ON BLU-RAY, 

DVD AND DIGITAL HD

Batman (Christian Bale) 

comes out of retirement  

to battle the terrifyingly 

masked Bane (Tom Hardy), 

who’s hell-bent on 

destroying Gotham City 

with a reign of terror, 

murder and a nuclear bomb. 

Can Batman save the day 

against his most powerful 

enemy yet? ★★★★★

Need more superhero action in your life? Let this lot save you!

AVAILABLEONBLU-RAYANDDVD

Corruption is a bummer, but those

baddies can’t rest easy when crime-

fighting duo Detectives Jim Gordon

(Ben McKenzie) and  Harvey Bullock

(Donal Logue) from the Gotham City

Police Department are about. But only

if Gordon keeps his morals on track. He

meets a young Bruce Wayne –who’ll later

become Batman – when investigating

the brutal murders of Bruce’s parents,

a case he’s determined to solve. They 

become unlikely friends, but there’s  

a whole host of villains to contend with

along the way, who are determined to

destroy Gotham and the legacy of the

Wayne family.  ★★★★

p r o m o t i o n

a
ction? Check. Hot men? Check.

Crime fighting realness? Check.

Enough excitement to keep you

on the edge of your sofa? Check.

We’ve got just the treats for you. From

the eye pleasing duo of Christian Bale

as Batman in The Dark Knight Rises

and Henry Cavill’s Superman in

ManOf Steel, to the determined grit of

Detective Jim Gordon (Ben McKenzie)

in Gotham, there’s a heroic adventure for

absolutely everyone. Here’s our pick of

what to watch this week, straight

out of the supernatural realm.

Super entertainment
Line up some real action this week with a brilliant band of badass superheroes on your TV

Gotham
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Parklife
WHEN: 11-12 June

WHERE: Heaton Park, Manchester

WHAT: It’s from the people behind Manchester’s 

now-legendary Warehouse Project club 

nights. There’s no camping, so great for people 

who like to go home and have a proper wash.

WHO’S PLAYING: Major Lazer, Katy B, Years  

& Years, Skepta, Wolf Alice, Busta Rhymes.

Tickets from £95, parklife.uk.com

WildLife
WHEN: 11 -12 June

WHERE: Brighton

City Airport

WHAT: Parklife’s sister

festival had a mass of

face paint and inflatables

last year – expect more

of the same in 2016.

WHO: Joining curators Disclosure and

Rudimental are Ice Cube and James Bay.

Tickets from £105, wildlifefestival.com

VFestival
WHEN: 20&21 August

WHERE: Hylands Park, Chelmsford  

& Weston Park, Sta�ordshire

WHAT: The biggest pop festival in the universe, 

pretty much, with the biggest pop names on 

the planet hitting the fields, north and south.

WHO’S PLAYING: Justin Bieber, Sia, Rihanna, 

David Guetta, Little Mix, Jess Glynne, Foxes, 

Rita Ora and Tinie Tempah.

Tickets from £89, 

vfestival.com

BSTK
WHEN: 8 – 10 July

WHERE: Morris  

Farm, Essex

WHAT: It actually stands

for Brownstock, but don’t

let that put you of. It’s a small dance

festival that’s big on the tunes.

WHO: Annie Mac, Mark Ronson, Katy B,

Krept & Konan, Wretch 32, Fuse ODG,  

Big Narstie and Ms Dynamite.

Tickets from £89, brownstock.co.uk

Latitude
WHEN: 14 -17 July

WHERE: Henham Park, Southwold, Su�olk

WHAT: This one has some serious arty 

leanings, so as well as some great music, 

there’s theatre, poetry and comedy – Russell 

Howard is headlining. It’s basically managed 

that feat of being all things to all people. Plus, 

it’s family friendly, with huge kids’ areas . 

WHO’S PLAYING? The National, Chvrches, 

Maccabees, New Order, M83 and Grimes.

Tickets from £84.50, latitudefestival.com

Roskilde,
Denmark
WHEN: 25 June – 2 July

WHERE: Denmark

WHAT: A big ol’ festival (it’s one of the largest

in Europe, FYI) with everyone under the

sun playing over nine stages,

WHO’S PLAYING? LCD Soundsystem, The Last 

Shadow Puppets, Red Hot Chili Peppers, 

Macklemore & Ryan Lewis, PJ Harvey,  

Foals, Wiz Khalifa and Tame Impala.

Tickets from £107.16, Roskilde-festival.dk

J

james bay

katy b

Parklife

 And if you 
 fancy getting 
 on a plane....
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1 IN HERWAKE
AMANDAJENNINGS

(ORENDABOOKS,£8.99)

Thismesmerisingand

hauntingthriller isatrue

literarybeauty. ★★★★★

2 MISSING PIECES
HEATHER GUDENKAUF

(MIRA,£16.99)

Thisgrippingtaleofdark

familysecretswillkeep

youupallnight.★★★★

3 THE SUNSHINE
CRUISE COMPANY

JOHN NIVEN

(WINDMILLBOOKS,£7.99)

Hilariousstoryofelderly

folkontherob. ★★★★

4 THE GOOD
KIND OFBAD

RITABRASSINGTON

(CREATESPACE,£8.99)

Top-notchdomestic

thriller. ★★★★

5 THE PRIMROSE PATH
REBECCAGRIFFITHS

(SPHERE,£14.99)

Whenakidnapper leaves

jail,hisvictimflees–butat

whatcost?Creepy. ★★★★

reads
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OUR TOP FIVE

Edited by
Isabelle Broom

CHICK
LIT

MAKE YOURSELF
A COSY EASTER
NEST AND CURL

UP WITH ONE
OF THESE NEW

READS…

1The
Weekend
Wives
ChristinaHopkinson
(Hodder&Stoughton,£13.99)

Emily,Tamsinand

Sashaspendtheir

daysathomewhile

theirhusbandsare

awayworking,and

theirmarriagesare

introuble.Canthey

savethem–do

theyevenwantto?

Witty,sharpand

absorbing,with

adarkedgethat

weloved.★★★★

JADE CRADDOCK

2TheOne-In-
A-MillionBoy
MonicaWood
(Headline,£12.99)

OnaVitkusis 104

whenshemeets

“theboy”,11,and

hiscontagiouszest

forlifemakesOna

feelmorealivethan

shehasinyears.

Fate,however,has

aplanofitsown…

Thisinspirational

taleoffriendship,

worldrecordsand

followingdreamsis

astunner.★★★★★

ZARINA DE RUITER

3 The
NightThat
Changed
Everything
LauraTait&
JimmyRice (Corgi,£6.99)

BenandRebecca’s

happilyeverafter

seemsinevitable,

thatisuntilasecret

comesbackto

hauntthem.This

isn’tatraditional

lovestory,butit’s

romanticandfunny

withaheart-

stoppingtwist–we

adoredit!★★★★

ZARINA DE RUITER

4 Summer
Nights
AtThe
Moonlight
Hotel
JaneCostello
(Simon&Schuster,£7.99)

Laurenlovestwo

things:Edwin,who

isspokenfor,and

theMoonlight

Hotel,whichhas

justbeensold.Can

sheandherfriends

CatandEmilysalsa

theirwayoutofthe

mess?Wehadfun

findingout.★★★★

ISABELLE BROOM

5 Gone 
Astray
Michelle Davies
(Macmillan, £12.99)

 When 15-year-old 

Rosie vanishes,  

Family Liaison 

Oicer Maggie   

is assigned to the  

case. But  with 

issues of her own, 

including a  hostile 

boss and a needy 

sister, can  Maggie 

solve the mystery 

before it’s too late? 

A tense thriller that 

kept us guessing.  

★★★★ JULIE EMERY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Stylish trends

Real gardens

Simple ideas ONSALE NOW!
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www.moderngardensmagazine.com
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You know what “one-pot” means, don’t you? Just one pot 

to wash up. That’s all the convincing it took for us to try

MasterChef ’s John Torode’s One-Pot Spicy Rice recipe

1
Heat the oven to 200°C/gas 6. Put the oil, onion and garlic 

in a large casserole dish. Gently cook over a medium heat 

for a couple of minutes, stirring all the time. Drop in the

chicken, chorizo, paprika and chilli, if using, give everything  

a really good stir and leave for 1 minute over a high heat.

Pour in the rice and stir again, then season well with salt

and pepper. Add the tomatoes, wine and stock and stir again. 

Cover with a lid and bring to the boil.

2
Now put the casserole into the oven for 25 minutes.

Remove from the oven, carefully lift o� the lid (it will be

really hot) and lay the prawns over the top of the spicy rice.

Put back in the oven, without the lid, and cook for a further

10 minutes, until the top of the rice is a bit crispy.

3
Sprinkle with coriander, take the casserole

to the table and share with your family.

MyKindOfFood:RecipesILoveToCook

AtHome byJohnTorode(Headline,£25)

SERVES 6

INGREDIENTS 

60ml olive oil 
2 onions, diced 
2 garlic cloves, crushed
6 boned chicken thighs,
each cut into 4 pieces
200g chorizo, sliced 
1 tsp smoked paprika
1 long red chilli, chopped
(optional) 
400g good-quality long
grain or paella rice 
1 x 400g tin  
chopped tomatoes 
100ml white wine 
500ml vegetable stock
(made up with 2 
vegetable stock cubes)
300g large peeled 
prawns, cleaned 
1 good handful of 
coriander leaves 
Salt and freshly  
ground black pepper

WHATDO
YOU NEED? 

SPICY RICE
WITH CHICKEN
& PRAWNS

Read!

Listen!

Cake:A Slice
OfHistory
AlysaLevene (Headline, £20)

Ifyourfavouritepartof

BakeO� isthehistory

lesson,thenthis isthe

bookforyou.Itpeels

backthelayersof icing,

ifyouwill, totell thestory

ofcakethroughthe

ages,fromKingAlfred’s

burntbunstoQueen

Victoria’spatriotic

sponge.Ituncoversthe

mysteriousoriginsof

thecupcakeanddives

intotheunsavoury

worldofsugarfarming

intheDeepSouth.

Amust-readforallyou

cakeboinsoutthere.

★★★★ CORRIEHEALE

Swallow This:
A Podcast  
With Joanna
Blythman Part 1
4th Estate Books   
Available on Soundcloud
Leading investigative

food journalist Joanna

Blythman  discusses

whether or not we should

avoid  supermarkets,

and looks into which 

dairy substitutes we 

should cook with. So, 

greattolistento while 

you’recooking  your 

shop-bought  dinner  

of chicken and chips.

Brew Tea
Infuser
KitchenCraft,£9.99
Youfinallyhavean

excuse to use that fancy 

forChristmas.Fill this

chap’sbellywithtea

leavesandlethimhang

inyourmuguntilyou’ve 

made the perfect brew. 
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So good, you 

may be tempted 

to lick the page food
heat playlist

Eat!
Zizzi’s New 
Vegan Pizza 
It’s no secret that vegan 

cheese is, well, horrible. 

So, hooray for Zizzi’s. 

They’ve created a truly 

delicious vegan pizza 

using mozzarisella, a 

100 per cent vegan and 

organic “cheese” made 

entirely from Italian 

whole rice. Wowzers. 

The vegan pizza is now 

available at all Zizzi 

branches. For more  

info, go to Zizzi.co.uk.

Buy!

Edited by
Corrie & Anna

Anna says, “This was so
tasty. And dead simple,
too – great for mega-
busy families, or just
anyone who’d rather
have a sit down than
slave over a hot stove.”

HEATS’ VERDICT

Heat’s 

version



BOYD HILTON VISITED THE SET OF THE ITV2 COMEDY
AND GOT MORE INVOLVED THAN HE EVER IMAGINED
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H
eat’s been a huge

fan of raucously

rude comedy

Plebs since its

first series in

2013, when

Danny Dyer guest-starred

as a gladiator who got

naked… then got his head

chopped of. It’s clearly

not your average sitcom,

so when we were invited

to not only watch filming

of the third series in Sofia,

Bulgaria, but also be an

extra, we jumped at the

chance. Little did we

know what toga-based

humiliations were to come.

done, which meant having 

my face inches from his 

testicles,” says Tom). Or 

Joel Fry’s Stylax having  

sex with guest star Michelle 

Keegan. Or Ryan Sampson, 

who plays slave Grumio, 

having to go “stark bollock 

naked” among 40 extras. 

Some of whom filmed him 

on their phones. As Tom 

says, Ryan did very well “not 

to lose it and start shouting, 

‘Stop taking photos of my 

little dick!’” “Or my huge 

dick,” corrects Ryan. 

We watch the boys  

filming throughout  

the day, and after most 

takes, they huddle to chat.  

There’s a sense  

of comradeship 

between the 

actors, and they 

carry on ri�ng 

right up until Sam 

demands another 

take. Topics for 

discussion include 

the number of 

Starbucks there 

are in Sofia, the 

amazing quality  

of cucumbers in 

Bulgaria, and the 

preponderance  

of house music. 

“It’s everywhere,” 

explains Tom. “From  

cafés to swimming  

pools to funerals. It’s  

the soundtrack to Sofia  

– you always feel like 

you’re on a night out!”

But the recurring topic  

of comedy chatter is heat’s 

role in the episode being 

filmed. Turns out your 

reporter is taking part in  

a boxing scene, with heat 

playing the referee – which 

means not only a costume-

fitting for a toga, but some 

actual acting, alongside two 

huge examples of thrusting 

Bulgarian manhood.  

…togas…
Before the big scene takes 

place, deep into the Sofia 

night, lights have to be  

set up, extras have to be 

instructed and the cast has  

to rehearse. Director Sam 

instructs heat to say boxing 

referee phrases like, “Come  

on!” and “Break!” And, 

once he shouts “Action”, 

heat’s glasses have to  

be dispensed with for 

historical accuracy.  

There were no Ray-Bans in 

ancient Rome, apparently. 

Luckily, we just about pull 

it of, despite not being able 

to see much of anything 

But these were nothing 

compared to what the  

rest of the cast endured,  

as I soon found out. 

Naked scenes…
So, we’re on the world’s 

biggest Roman-style set, 

where films such as 300: 
Rise Of An Empire and  

The Legend Of Hercules 

were filmed. But this is 

Plebs, where writer/

director Sam Leifer has  

to mastermind scenes like 

Tom Rosenthal’s Marcus 

having his head farted on 

(“Sam insisted on showing 

everyone how it should be 

apart from the two hulking 

Eastern European boxers. 

 …and a threesome
As our day winds up,  

we ask the cast what else 

they’ve been through 

during filming for this 

season. “There’s a bit in my 

naked scene where I jump 

on the back of a Centurion 

and start wrestling him,”  

says Ryan. “We did it in 

rehearsal with me wearing 

a dressing gown, and I said 

to [director] Sam that I was 

a bit worried viewers might 

be able to see my anus. He 

ducked under my dressing 

gown, an inch from my bum 

hole, and said, ‘No, it’s fine.’ 

I didn’t think that was 

necessary. Or appropriate.”

“This isn’t an interview, 

but a cry for help,” says Tom. 

“Amnesty International 

should get involved.” 

Joel adds, “In this series,  

I have a threesome, and  

I have to give [cast regular] 

Tom Basden the kiss of life.” 

There’s also a scene, they 

explain, in which actual 

Maureen Lipman puts  

her finger up a goat’s anus. 

As we said, this isn’t  

a routine sitcom. And  

thank heavens for that. 

PLEBS Boyd: showing 

the newbies  

the ropes 

HEATGETS
A STARRING
ROLE IN… 

NEW Plebs, ITV2, Monday, 10pm ★★★★★

Michelle Keegan 

popped by for a quick 

(pretend) bang
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Even the heat 

sta� didn’t 

recognise Boyd 

without his 

glasses 

“So, in your 

scene, you’ll  

be wearing  

a toga…”

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E

The Plebs cast: 

Ryan, Joel, 

Tom… and Boyd

the actual scene

heat’s boyd



THERE’S A BAD CASE OF JEALOUSY GOING
ROUND EMMERDALE AND CORRIE THIS WEEK

 Our Queen of  Soap, Kay Ribeiro, on the week’s ev

soapy bubbl
KAY’S

Jealous,
much?

emmerdale
emmerdale

corrie

corrie

BEWARE THE
GREEN-EYED
MONSTER

Kerry winds Zak up by saying Joanie’s getting 

special treatment at the factory because Rishi 

fancies her. Fortunately, Zak’s a learned chap 

who thinks with his head, not his fists. Oh, wait…

Caz wasn’t best pleased that 

Sophie saw Kate in her wedding 

dress, so imagine her happiness 

levels when she sees the pair 

smooching. At this rate, will there 

even be a wedding to prepare for?  

Tracy sees Carla and Robert cosying  

up. Enraged, she spills her guts about 

knowing of their fling and blackmailing 

Carla – before revealing she might be  

up the du�. Another mini Tracy? Oh joy…

Lawrence gets the wrong end  

of the stick and thinks Bernice –  

not Chrissie – is doing it with Andy.  

He arranges for Andy to get  

a knuckle sandwich, but has  

a heart attack in the process. 
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L
et’s get this f**kingfire started!”

yells 28 year oldbarmaid

Tilly in theopening episodeof

TheIslandWithBearGrylls

(Channel 4,Mondays, 9pm).Then,

after anot entirely gruellingfire

startingprocesswithher fellow female

castaways,Tilly exclaims, “F**king yes!”

It’s fair to sayTilly loves aneing

good swear. And why not? After all, she

has volunteered to take part in Bear

Grylls’ latest madcap test of people’s

survival skills, which involves being

stranded on a remote Pacific island

full of spiders, snakes, scorpions, bats,

possibly wolves and certainly a bunch

of doofus blokes on the other side.

In fact, the genius move of this third

series of The Island (not to be confused

with the other Bear vehicle, Mission

Survive, currently running on

Thursdays on ITV), is this trick

of placing both teams of men and

women on the same island for the first

time. Previously, we’d

basically just watched

two entirely separate

shows, which happened

to run at the same time.

The aforementioned, efortlessly

sweary Tilly is definitely the star of the

women’s gang, along with super bossy,

but highly impressive, 57 year old

farmer Erika, who takes great delight in

ordering everyone about, even Hannah,

who was actually in the army. As for

the men, poor Rizwan collapses under

the emotional pressure of the whole

situation after about seven seconds,

which is exactly what would happen

to me if I ever decided to take part in

such a crackpot TV show. He gets some

support from his fellow dude castaways,

while chiselled, tousle haired student

Patrick looks as if he’s auditioning for

a Calvin Klein fragrance advert, and

likeable young Elliot the chef proceeds

to state the bleeding obvious.

In the end, the males and females

had about the same level of distress,

with poor Cassie in the lady team having

to withdraw from the whole process,

as Lord Sugar would say. Tilly’s

response? “What

a f**king lazy c**t”.

I can tell she’s going to

keep us entertained for

the whole f**king series.

AN
EFFING
GOOD
BEAR

Boyd Vision
heat’sMrTVonwhatyoushouldbewatching rightnow

OUR TV CRITIC ON THE LATEST
EXTRAORDINARY GRYLLS VEHICLE  

UNBREAKABLE KIMMY 
SCHMIDT SEASON 1

In time for season 2 starting  

in a few weeks, here’s the  

first series of Tina Fey’s 

hilarious comedy about  

a young woman  (played by 

Ellie Kemper) re-starting her 

life having been rescued from  

a Doomsday cult.

FRESH MEAT SERIES 1-4

The whole glorious saga  

of the (mostly) spoilt 

university students  

featuring an iconic cast 

including Jack Whitehall (as 

achingly posh JP), Zawe 

Ashton, Greg McHugh and 

Kimberley Nixon.

BRIAN PERN COLLECTION

All the episodes so far  

of the deliriously silly  

BBC4 spoof  

rockumentary about

Peter Gabriel-alike Pern

(Simon Day), with loads

of guest stars, from

Suranne Jones to

Dermot O’Leary.

BEST NEW

boxsets

Listen to Boyd on 

The Playlist, Sunday 

10am on heat Radio

LISTEN ON DAB DIGITAL RADIO, FREEVIEW 716, 
HEATWORLD.COM /RADIO OR THE FREE HEAT RADIO APP

ALL RELEASES OUT 
NEXT  MONDAY



Saturday
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You’reBack InThe Room ITV,8.30pm

As if it’s not entertaining enough to watch Phillip

Schofield cackling while he watches hypnotist Keith

Barry somehow convince five strangers to play along

with his madcap challenges, special guests Joey Essex

and former I’m A Celeb winner Carl Fogarty will also

get involved. ★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

Ant&Dec’s
SaturdayNight
Takeaway
ITV, 7pm

In a fittingly ambitious

finale to what has been

a spiingly fun series, the

show comes live tonight

from a cruise ship in

Barcelona. Ant & Dec

will be bestride the deck 

alongside guests including 

actor James Nesbitt, who 

takes the helm as the Guest 

Announcer, the UK’s 

greatest tennis player Andy 

Murray who meets Little 

Ant & Dec, and Peter Andre 

gets to Singalong Live with 

his classic Mysterious Girl. 

Even more excitingly, it’s 

the final episode of  Who 

Shot Simon Cowell?,  

and the boys take on Pip 

Schofield’s fiendish Cube  

in Ant Vs Dec. There’s also  

a big  surprise for one cruise 

passenger and the whole 

thing climaxes with what 

we’re promised is “one  

of the most spectacular 

all-singing, all-dancing End 

Of The Show Shows that 

has ever been seen”. Big  

words. But we believe. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Follow The Money
BBC4, 9pm

When a whistleblower 

approaches Mia, she 

focuses on uncovering 

what’s going on behind the 

scenes at Energreen. But 

Sander doesn’t want her to 

jeopardise the company’s 

reputation and enlists 

Claudia to stop her. 

Meanwhile, Mads escapes  

his personal issues by 

heading  to Poland.  

★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

Can’t Touch This 
BBC1, 6.10pm

The great Zoë Ball and  

her co host Ashley Banjo 

present the show in  

which contestants assail  

a giant obstacle course  

with one simple rule – if 

they touch the prize, they 

win the prize. Tonight’s 

contestants include a pest 

controller, a do-si-do 

dancer and an ex-boyband 

member from London. 

★★★★ BOYD  HILTON

NCS YesLive
4music,12noon

NCS stands for National

Citizen Service a project

to help teens. This show

was recorded at London’s

Roundhouse, headlined

and curated by NCS

ambassador Tinie Tempah,

withperformancesfrom

Tinie himself, Izzy Bizu, 

Blonde and more. It’s all 

hosted by 4Music’s Will 

Best and Maya Jama. Get 

involved. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

ENDOF
SERIES

SPECIAL!

FOR ALL THE FAMILY

Ant & Dec go 

cruising. Literally

Someone’s not a 

TOWIE fan, then

2 APRIL

TV
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The Voice UK  BBC1,7pm

The semi-final sees the remaining eight acts perform

live in front of the nation. Each act performs one solo

song and – for the first time – gets to sing with their

superstar Coach in a show-stopping group number.

The four acts gaining the highest number of viewer

votes will go through to the grand final next week.

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The Jonathan  
Ross Show
ITV, 9.35 pm

Jonathan welcomes Game

Of Thrones dude Kit 

Harington – but will he be

able to get any steer from

Kit on what the hell is going

on with the new season of

GoT ? Probably not. Kit

will also be talking about

his role in the play Doctor

Faustus, and there’s chat

from Anna Friel and Tinie

Tempah. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

IT’S THE SEMI!

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

6.00pm The Big Bang Theory 
e4  Three hours of back-to-back

BBT , starting with the show’s pilot

episode , in which Leonard first

falls for new neighbour Penny.

6.10pm Can’t Touch This bbc1

See preview, left.

7.00pm The Voice – Live Shows 
BBC1 See preview, left. 

7.00pm Ant & Dec’s Saturday Night 
Takeaway ITV See preview, left. 

7.00pm Don't Tell The Bride lifetime  

Music-mad Perry organises a gig-themed 

wedding for his hippychick Lauren. Far out. 

8.00pm Beatrix Potter with 
Patricia Routledge channel 4 

The fabulous Patricia (also known

as Hyacinth Bucket)  presents a

special documentary celebrating

the birth of the famous children’s

author 150 years ago. 

8.30pm You’re Back In The Room
ITV See preview, left.

9.00pm Chic & Nile Rodgers; 
Live A Vienne  sky arts  Create

your own Saturday-night disco

with all the hits, including Le Freak

and Everybody Dance. 

9.00pm FILM Identity Thief channel4

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Follow The Money  
BBC4 See preview, left.

9.00pm FILM Red  E4 Helen Mirren 

and Bruce Willis head up the cast

of REDs –  Retired, Extremely

Dangerous  – in this entertaining

and knowing spoof spy thriller.

9.05pm FILM The Back-Up Plan itv2

Jennifer Lopez stars in this romantic comedy

about a women who meets the man of her 

dreams on the very same day she is artificially 

inseminated. Alex O’Loughlin co-stars. 

9.35pm Casualty bbc1 After a terrifying day, 

Connie is faced with the prospect of never 

seeing Grace again.

9.35pm The Jonathan Ross Show ITV 

See preview, left.

10.45pm FILM Hot Fuzz itv See preview, 

left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

IdentityThief
Channel4,9pm

Comedy starring Jason

Bateman as a man whose 

identity is stolen by con 

woman Melissa McCarthy.  

Both stars are as good as 

ever, but the whole thing 

soon outstays its welcome. 

★★★ BOYD HILTON

Hot Fuzz
ITV, 10.45pm

Splendid cop comedy from 

the fine team of Simon 

Pegg , Edgar Wright and 

the lovely Nick Frost.  

No doubt it’ll be as hugely 

enjoyable as it always is.   

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,
FREEVIEW716,HEATWORLD.COM/RADIO

ORVIATHEFREEHEATRADIOAPP

SHAMELESS
PLUG

Peter Andre
12noon-2PM

Pete’s got all the biggest 

and best tunes from the 

’80s, ’90s and ’00s, and 

he knows how to use them 

on his #reheat show.

Jamie Laing 
10AM-12noon

As well as some top music, 

get all the latest showbiz 

stories from the Laing 

(including things about  

him – he is also showbiz).

SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIES

Sadly, no one turned  

for Emma or Marvin 



Indian Summers
Channel 4, 9pm

The delicious drama gets

particularly trendy this 

week, as there’s a fashion

show at the club. But it’s not

all fun and frocks, because

the whole event climaxes in

a horrifying attack on one of

the guests. But who’s really

behind it? Ralph turns

Poirot to find the culprit,

but the truth is more  

awful than he could have

imagined and threatens to

leave his  political career in

tatters. Meanwhile, Sirene

locks horns with Cynthia,

which is either a sign of

extreme bravery or total

madness. We can’t decide

which. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The Durrells
ITV,8pm

Following appearances  

in Doctor Who and The 

Casual Vacancy, Keeley 

Hawes returns as Louisa 

Durrell, a widowed single 

mother in 1935, whose four 

ofspring are going of the 

rails. Before Louisa loses 

her mind, she decides to 

move her family to Corfu. 

But of course, her problems 

won’t just magically go 

away. ★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

NEW!

Dogs Might Fly/
Duck QuacksDon’t 
EchoSky1, 7pm & 8pm

First, the experts pick dogs 

that are smart enough to go 

to flying school. Yes, really. 

Then Lee Mack returns 

with the panel show in 

which he and a few celebs 

test out an array of peculiar 

scientific notions and

theories. The first batch  

of guests is Dara O Briain, 

Davina McCall and Jessica 

Hynes. ★★★ BOYD HILTON

Undercover
BBC1, 9pm

Following on from the

BBC1 drama triumphs 

of Happy Valley and The 

Night Manager comes 

another great series. It 

stars Sophie Okonedo 

and Adrian Lester as  

a married couple with 

three kids and a dog. 

Okonedo’s character 

Maya is a lawyer who’s 

devoted much of her life 

to defending a man she 

believes was falsely 

imprisoned for murder. 

As the drama begins,  

she races to Louisiana, 

where he’s due to be 

executed. Back home  

in London, husband 

Nick (Lester) loses  

the dog, and it turns  

out a mystery man is 

responsible for briefly 

kidnapping the pooch  

as a way of arranging  

a meeting with him. 

Nick, you see, has  

a massive secret he’s 

been keeping from Maya 

for 20 years about how 

and why they met… 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON 

Why give me  
the bubble?  
I’m a bleedin’  

dog!

GRIPPING 
NEW  

DRAMA
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NEW!

SundayTV
3 APRIL

“This old  

thing?”

NEW!
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I Am Cait/The
Only Way Is Essex
E!, 9pm/ITVBe, 10pm

The reality show 

juggernauts continue to

enliven Sunday nights. In

I Am Cait, the ladies on

Cait’s tour bus challenge

her political views. Because

let’s not forget, Jenner’s

a right wing Republican.

Over on TOWIE, the

fallout of the Kate and

Megan situation is still

ongoing. ★★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

Thirteen
BBC2, 10pm

The brilliant but harrowing

tale of a girl imprisoned

in a basement for 13 years

draws to a close, and in this

final episode, Ivy’s faced

with a big decision after

all she’s been through. She

must face up to the truth of

what really went on during

her captivity, but will she

give in to the past, or will

she choose to fight the

future? ★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

Chicago Med
Universal, 9pm

In the dazzlingly fast-

moving medical drama, Dr 

Halstead treats a musician 

sufering from vertigo. 

Meanwhile, Dr Rhodes 

tries to treat a patient who 

was impaled by a chandelier, 

and has to deal with his 

overbearing father. To be 

fair, we’d be overbearing  

if a loved one had been 

impaled by a chandelier, 

too. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Home Fires  
ITV, 9pm

Sunday nights should be

all about gentle sleuthing,

old-time midwifery or, as

in this case, a bit of wartime

drama involving the WI.

Yes, the iron ladies of Great

Paxford are back, dealing

with emotional turmoil

during WW2. As the Battle

of Britain looms, Pat 

befriends a Czech soldier

but her ass hat of a husband

is still lurking, while Laura

faces the music over her

afair. ★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

NaturalBornWinners
BBC2,8PM

This slightly odd mix of travelogue and testosterone-
fuelled sporting challenges continues with our gaggle
of four hulking dudes – ex-sprinter Donovan Bailey,
rugby legend Gareth Thomas, athlete Iwan Thomas
and bike racer James Toseland – trying out Turkish
oil wrestling. Should be quite a sight. ★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The Olivier
Awards 2016
ITV, 10.15pm

Why not prepare yourself 

for the week ahead with 

highlights from this theatre 

awards bash hosted by 

Michael Ball, who takes 

over from the late Sir Terry 

Wogan on Radio 2 next 

Sunday? As this is the 40th 

anniversary, it promises to 

be extra special, as it hands 

gongs to the stars of the 

stage. ★★★ JASON ARNOPP

NEW!

Anyoneelse

suddenly

craving a cuppa?NEW!

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

6.00pm Paul O’Grady:  
The Sally Army And Me BBC1

Presenter Paul teaches troubled

teens how to bake.

7.00pm Countryfile  BBC1

Cattle are under the spotlight.

7.00pm The Chase Celebrity Special 
itv Scott Mills, Sunetra Sarker, Anthony 

Ogogo and Johnny Ball try their best to beat 

the chaser. 

7.00pm Dogs Might Fly sky1 See 

preview, left. 

8.00pm Antiques Roadshow
Bbc1 More rareties get an expert

once over. 

8.00pm Natural Born Winners
BBC2  See preview, left. 

8.00pm The Durrells ITV  See preview, left. 

8.00pm Duck Quacks Don’t Echo SKY1  

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Undercover  BBC1 See preview, 

left. 

9.00pm Home Fires  ITV 
See preview, left.

9.00pm Indian Summers Channel 4  

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Penn & Teller:  
Fool Us In Vegas  channel 5

Jonathan Ross does a turn as the

illusionists’ glamorous assistant.

9.00pm Marvel’s Agents Of
SHIELD E4 Bobbi and Hunter become

ensnared in an assasination plot.

9.00pm I Am Cait E!  See preview, left. 

9.00pm Chicago Med universal   

See preview, left. 

10.00pm Thirteen BBC2  

See preview, left. 

10.00pm FILM Carrie channel 5

Horror remake starring Chloë

Grace Moretz.

10.00pm The Only Way Is Essex
itvbe See preview, left. 

10.15pm The Olivier Awards 2016  
itv See preview, left. 

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



Plebs itv2,10pm

Read about what it’s like to 

actually appear in Plebs on

page 80, and be warned: the

episode featuring this very 

TV previewer is on tonight.

It’s the second part of a double

bill kicking of what is the 

funniest series yet of the 

comedy starring Tom 

Rosenthal, Joel Fry and Ryan

SampsonasRomandoofs.In

theopener,they’redesperate

forticketstooneof the

thrilling “beastshows”atthe

Games.Marcusalsomeets

newloveinterestDelphine,

ahippy ishactivistfromGaul,

whileGrumioclasheswith

Landlady(MaureenLipman),

theirmissingLandlord’sscary

mother.★★★★★BOYDHILTON

Vinyl skyatlantic,9pm

This rock drama series manages to get away with a lot,

from its frequently ludicrous versions of real life stars

like Led Zep’s Robert Plant and ’70s period David Bowie,

to the fact that young James Jagger can’t really act. But

it still manages to be pretty damn good, and this week

Jagger’s Kip gets a much needed lesson in the blues,

and Richie’s having money issues.★★★★BOYDHILTON

Marcella
ITV, 9pm

ITV has always had a knack

for knocking out a pretty 

good crime thriller, but 

they’ve really upped the 

stakes with Marcella, their 

New Big Thing for 2016. 

They’ve got the writer of the 

critically acclaimed Nordic 

series The Bridge, Hans 

Rosenfeldt, on board, who’s 

swapped  Scandi murders 

for some dark and murky 

London ones, with an 

all-star cast headed up by 

Anna Friel and flanked  

by Laura Carmichael and 

Sinéad Cusack. Friel plays 

the title role: a cop who’s  

a complex character; one 

minute she’s as fragile as 

they come, and the next 

she’s smashing up her 

estranged husband’s 4X4. 

And  just why is Marcella in 

a bath, naked and covered  

in blood when we first meet 

her? The story will unfold

over the eight-episode 

series, taking countless 

twists and turns until the

culprit is revealed – and 

everyone’s under suspicion.

★★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

cop a  load  
of me on Monday 

nights

TOP 
NEW

THRILLER

Devon knows she’s 

miserable now
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NEW!

NEW!

MondayTV
4 APRIL

Visits to the zoo were more 

hands-on in Roman times

Anna’s Friel-ing like 

solving a murder 
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The People V OJ
Simpson  BBC2, 9pm

It’s great to see David

Schwimmer back in a major

TV role, not least because

he’s playing the dad of the

Kardashians. He bags more

great scenes tonight, as the

DNA evidence continues

to trouble him. There’s also

frustration among the jury,

partly because the lawyers

try to get rid of the jurors

who don’t fit their cause.

★★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

The Island With
Bear Grylls   
channel 4,9 pm

Brace yourself for some

extraordinary happenings

on the island tonight, as

the two groups unite. The

women feed the starving

men, while they stop the

women drinking from

a stagnant lagoon. Phew.

But not everyone’s happy

with the unification, and

want segregration again.

★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

Modern Family 
 sky 1, 8.30 pm 

A life-size advert featuring 

Gloria attracts attention 

from local dudes, inevitably 

leading Jay to show his 

jealous side. So he and 

Manny hatch a plan to steal 

it. Yes, that’s bound to work. 

Elsewhere, Cam and Mitch 

try to get better reviews for 

their rental property, and 

Phil takes  a stand against 

playing housewife.  

★★★★ BOYD HILTON 

The Walking Dead 
FOX, 9pm

We’ve been dreading  

this moment for weeks –

the series six finale. All

we know is that Andrew

Lincoln has described it

as “the darkest one yet”

and in a world as bleak

as theirs, that’s saying 

something. We’re guessing

Negan introduces one of

our gang to Lucille (that’s

his barbed-wire covered

baseball bat), and we weep

for the next six months.

★★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

Sex Box channel4,10pm

Sex Box first popped up (sorry) in 2013 presented by
Mariella Frostrup, who interviewed couples straight
after they’d had sex, live on air, in the aforementioned
box. Now it’s back, only this time it’s clinical sexologist
Goedele Liekens who’ll be probing people post-coitus
about their experiences. Possibly a case of TMI, but
each to their own, eh?  ★★★ JULIE EMERY 

8pm

7pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV   

Holly accidentally punches

Cain in the face. Whoops.

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV

Tracy drops a bombshell on Robert.

Then she drops another one at 8.30pm.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1

Ian’s worried Kathy’s about to fall for Phil.

8.00pm The Muppets Sky 1

Kermit and Miss Piggy have to 

pretend they’re still together. 

8.30pm Modern Family sky 1

See preview, left.  

8.30pm The Vikings 
Uncovered  BBC1

With Dan Snow. 

9.00pm The People V OJ Simpson BBC2 

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Marcella  itv  See preview, left.

9.00pm The Island With Bear Grylls 
Channel 4 See preview, left.

9.00pm The Tube: Going 
Underground  Channel  5  More from the 

teams who keep the Tubes running. 

9.00pm Family Guy itv2   

Fun with the Griins and their

very talkative baby, Stewie.

9.00pm Vet On The Hill more 4

Scott treats a poorly Maltese terrier.

9.00pm The Walking Dead Fox

See preview, left.

9.00pm Vinyl sky atlantic  See preview, left.  

9.00pm Dance Moms lifetime   

Abby brings in a Broadway star to direct the 

girls in a commercial. 

10.00pm Plebs channel 4  

See preview, left. 

10.00pm  Sex Box  channel 4  

See preview, left. 

10.00pm  Neighbours: Who
Dies?  channel 5 A one-o� 

post-watershed episode. An

explosion went o� in Lassiters in the episode

at 5.30pm  – but who survived it?

10.00pm  Criminal Minds  SKy living   

The team track a killer who appears to be 

posing as an FBI agent. 

10.45pm Girls  sky atlantic See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

Girls
SkyAtlantic,10.45pm

God knows why anyone 

lets Hannah anywhere 

near small children, let 

alone teach them, but she’s

in trouble at work/school

again, which leads to a row

with dull boyf Fran. Jessa

is scared of bumping into

Hannah at Adam’s play, 

while Elijah starts to 

wonder if he is Dill’s only 

lover. Clue: probably not.  

★★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

SERIES FINALE
“Stop creeping 

up on me, dude”

NEW!



Bake Off: Crème

DeLaCrème

BBC2,8pm

This team based spin of

from Bake Of has the best

judges’ names ever. Well,

two of them at least

Benoit Blin and Cherish

Finden. The third is the less

thrillingly named Claire

Clark. They’ll be gathered

under the watchful eye

of host and celebrated

chef Tom Kerridge.

★★★ BOYDHILTON

Drive

ITV, 9pm

In a spot of dream

programming, a production 

company has managed  

to commission what is 

efectively IRL Super 

Mario Kart for primetime 

TV. For the purposes of 

racing, our Mario, Luigi, 

Bowser and Princess Peach 

et al are eight roadworthy 

celebs (see  right), with 

Vernon Kay presenting  

and British Touring Car 

champion Jason Plato 

dishing out expert advice, 

as experts tend to do. In the 

first episode, the challenge 

is “banger racing” around  

a track in something 

resembling your nan’s old 

Mini Metro. But there  

will also be four menacing 

“Wreckers” taking part, 

too. Celebs with the slowest 

times will have to battle it 

out in a head-to-head Night 

Race, with the loser booted 

out of the competition. Only 

the most skilful drivers will 

triumph – exactly like in 

Mario Kart. So they’re onto 

a winner with this one. 

★★★ JEN CROTHERS
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The A Word

BBC1, 9pm

Ever since his singing

teacher Louise suggested

some no strings sex in

episode one, Maurice has

been avoiding her. But

tonight they end up in bed,

as do Rebecca and her

boyfriend. Blimey, they’re

all at it in the Lake District.

Meanwhile, Alison’s not

happy when Joe’s  language

therapist turns up to assess

him. ★★★★★ JULIE EMERY

Inside Obama’s 

White House

BBC2, 9pm

If you like dramas such as 

The West Wing and House 

Of Cards,  you must watch 

this series, which explores 

what’s it like to be President 

in real life. Tonight, Prez 

Obama decides to launch 

the special operation into 

Pakistan, to catch Osama 

Bin Laden, despite the 

misgivings of top advisors. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

The Flash

Sky1, 8pm

In case your thirst for

superhero action still needs

sating, what with Batman

taking on Superman right

now at the cinema, Arrow’s

Diggle and Lyla travel to

Star Labs with a warning

– a half-man, half-shark

metahuman has escaped

and is heading The Flash’s

way.  A half-man, half-shark

metahuman? Count us in!

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Bates Motel

Universal, 9pm

Brit Freddie Highmore is 

back for a fourth season as 

Norman Bates, as he and 

his mother Norma’s, um, 

unique relationship gets 

even weirder. As Norman’s 

descent into madness 

continues, Norma struggles 

to keep control over him. 

And the sherif’s back 

sni�ng around the Bates 

Motel as well. Uh-oh.  

★★★★ JULIE EMERY

NEW!

I’m not 
 dressing up  

as a plumber  
for anyone 

Tuesday
5 APRIL

TV
NEW!

VA-VA-
VOOM 

TV!

Angus 
Deayton 

Comedian

He’s 5ft 10in, but claims 

people always think 

he’s taller because he 

has a long torso.

Colin 
Jackson 

Olympic hurdler

His sister Suzanne 

Packer played nurse 

Tess in Casualty for  

a whopping 12 years.

Ella Eyre 

Singer

She’s mum to an 

incredibly cute exotic 

shorthair cat called 

Frank, as well as being  

the owner of big hair.

Johnny 
Vegas 

Comedian

His real name is 

the actually very 

unglamorous 

Michael Pennington.
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Ross Kemp’s
Britain
Sky1,9pm

In the concluding episode

of his series taking a long,

hard stare at issues

a�ecting the UK, Ross

looks at alcohol abuse. As

it’s becoming cheaper in

supermarkets, growing

numbers are drinking too

much which costs the

country £21billion. But

what about the human

cost?★★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

The Aliens
E4, 9pm

In tonight’s  penultimate 

episode, Dominic is forced 

to become a hitman  

when he’s given the task  

of murdering small time 

drug dealer Sean. As for 

Dom’s love, Lewis, he’s 

blaming himself for what 

happened to Truss, and 

decides to hand himself  

in to the authorities and 

reveal his true identity. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

First Dates
Channel 4, 10pm

Fran, a woman crowned  

the UK’s Hottest MILF in 

2014, is paired with builder 

and part time erotic fiction 

writer Colin. Things are 

fun and flirty, but when 

Fran reveals she’s been 

bringing up her disabled 

son alone for ten years, it 

strikes a chord with the dad 

of two. A former erotic toy 

entrepreneur is also on  

a date. ★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

THE CELEB 
DRIVERS LINE UP

Laura 
Tobin 

Weather presenter

Ms Tobin loves 

clouds – and people 

“constantly” send  

pics of them to her.

Louis 
Walsh
Music person  

and former  

X Factor judge

Louis has never set 

foot in a gym. 

Mariella 
Frostrup 

Journalist and  

TV presenter

The honey-voiced one 

is bessie mates with 

George Clooney.

Professor 
Green
Musician

Pro only passed his 

driving test five years 

ago in 2011 – after 

failing it once before.

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7pm Emmerdale ITV 

Lawrence jumps to the wrong conclusion.

7.30pm EastEnders bbc1

Abi realises Babe has taken 

advantage of their friendship.

8.00pm Holby City  bbc1

Serena’s personal involvement with a 

patient a�ects her professional judgement.

8.00pm Bake Off : Crème De La Crème  
BBC2 See preview, left.

8.00pm How Not To DIY  ITV

Home improvements gone wrong. Jazz up 

your house at your peril.

8.00pm Obsessive Compulsive 
Cleaners  channel 4  A messy north London 

flat gets the tidying treatment.

8.00pm The Goldbergs E4

Adam plans to get as many 

cassettes as he can from a music 

club.

8.00pm The Flash sky 1  See preview, 

left.

9.00pm The A Word  BBC1 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Inside Obama’s White House  
bbc2  See preview, left.

9.00pm Drive ITV   

See preview, left.  

9.00pm  One Born Every Minute 
Channel4  The cameras follow first-time 

parents Rochalla and Craig.

9.00pm  Ross Kemp’s Britain 
Sky1  See preview, left

9.00pm  Blindspot Sky LIVING 

The team is led to an infamous 

child-catcher.

9.00pm The Aliens E 4 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Bates Motel universal

See preview, left. 

10.00pm First Dates channel 4

See preview, left.

10.00pm Geordie Shore MTV

Chloe and Charlotte’s friendship 

goes to the next level. 

10.45pm Murdered By My 
Father  bbc1 Fact-based one-o� 

drama starring Adeel Akhtar.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING
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The People Next Door channel4,9pm

Young soon to be parents Gemma and Richard

(Happy Valley’s Carl Davies) buy a house, and quickly

convince themselves they’re living next door to the

next “Baby P”. They then take matters into their own

hands after the authorities’ lack of interest. But

is the intrusion justified? ★★★★ JENCROTHERS

How ToGetAway
WithMurder
Universal, 9pm

The second season of the

US drama from Shonda

Rhimes’ stable (also

responsible for Scandal

and Grey’s Anatomy)

has proven to be every bit

as riveting and borderline

preposterous as the first, 

mixing as it does courtroom 

drama with legal thriller 

and murder mystery. At the 

head of it all is the imperious 

figure of Viola Davis in  

her Emmy-winning role  

as genius law professor 

Annalise, in charge of  

a bunch of maverick 

students. In this stonking 

final episode, Ophelia 

throws a welcome-back 

party for Annalise at  

the Hartness’ house in 

Memphis, where up pops 

Annalise’s estranged father, 

whom Ophelia has been 

seeing. Meanwhile, at 

Annalise’s oice, the team 

find out that a warrant for 

her arrest has been issued. 

And the revelations keep on 

coming, building to a pretty 

mind-blowing climax. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Raised By Wolves
Channel 4, 10pm

Della takes the kids on  

a holiday that is the very 

opposite of glamping: 

staying in a dead man’s 

caravan in Wales with only 

a pan of Bombay Mix stew 

on the menu. Meanwhile, 

Aretha and Germaine are 

both afected by matters of 

the heart, which they then 

take out on each other. Of 

course they flipping do. 

★★★★ JULIE EMERY 

MasterChef
BBC1, 8pm

Five more amateurs try 

to impress John Torode 

and Gregg Wallace. First, 

they make  a calling-card 

dish in 75 minutes, then  

try the “Sweet or Savoury” 

Invention Test, before 

cooking for former 

winners and finalists. 

There’s more MasterChef 

action tomorrow and 

Friday at the same time. 

★★★★ BOYD  HILTON

Jane The Virgin
E4, 7.30pm

We’ll try to get used to  

this new, earlier timeslot  

for the excellent US import. 

Tonight, Jane gets excited 

when a long-awaited slot 

opens up in the graduate 

programme she wants to 

join, but it leads to her first 

big motherhood dilemma. 

Meanwhile, Rafael is left 

reeling from Petra’s news  

as he and Jane plan Mateo’s 

baptism. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

SERIES
FINALE!

NEW ONE-OFF DRAMA
“heat gave us 

four stars!”

this is my best 
“Don’t mess  

with me”  
look

WednesdayTV
6 APRIL



Grantchester
ITv, 9pm

Recent events have turned Sidney (James 

Norton) into a mess, forgetting all his 

priestly responsibilities in a drunken 

Father Ted fashion. It’s got so bad that 

there’s talk of – whisper it – removing him 

from the village! Geordie and Amanda

are being rubbish, too, refusing to get

involved. Although to be fair to Amanda,

she has been on the receiving end of a good

old talking-to from Sidney’s housekeeper

Mrs Maguire. Then Sid’s old mate Sam

turns up…  ★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

TOP OF THE COPS
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Happyish
Sky Atlantic, 10pm

The dark, surreal comedy

continues, with Steve 

Coogan’s Thom pondering

the meaning of sufering

and death when his son

Julius picks up a nasty bug.

Then, in the next episode,

following on straight 

afterwards, Thom 

fantasises about an alien

mothership rescuing him.

Told you it was dark and

surreal. ★★★★ BOYD  HILTON

“Admit it,you

want Jerome

Flynn back,

don’t you…”

Grey’sAnatomy  sky living,10pm 

There’s more emotional drama this week as a furious

Jackson confronts ex-wife April about keeping her

pregnancy secret. Elsewhere, after a decade of “Mer

and Derek”, Meredith dips her toe back into the dating

world as she considers (the hot) Major Thorpe’s ofer.

Say yes, woman! ★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

MEDICAL MAYHEM

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.30pm Coronation Street  

Liz has an admirer, and Tim’s not

happy when Sally’s council work

intrudes on their personal life.

7.30pm Jane The Virgin
 E4  See preview, left.

8.00pm MasterChef   
BBC1  See preview, left.

8.00pm Big Star’s Little Star
ITV  More stars and  their kids test

their knowledge of each other to

win big for charity. 

8.00pm Arrow sky1 Oliver calls on the

magical powers of Vixen to help deal with

Damien Darhk’s next dastardly move.

8.00pm GPs: Behind Closed Doors 
CHANNEL 5  Anotherhelping of warts-and-all 

(quite literally) access  to the daily goings-on 

 in the surgery.

9.00pm Employable Me BBC2   

More jobseekers try to impress potential 

employers.

9.00pm Grantchester ITV See  

preview, left. 

9.00pm The People Next Door   
channel 4 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Don’t Tell The Bride 
lifetime  Irishman  Rory plans a beach 

wedding in Ireland for his patriotic Welsh 

bride-to-be Rhiana. 

9.00pm Limitless SKY1  Brian is challenged 

to catch the FBI’s ten most wanted criminals 

in just two weeks. Good luck with that, Bri.

9.00pm Madam Secretary 
SKY LIVING  Elizabeth tries to salvage

the Russian peace deal, and a

space station disaster leaves

astronauts in peril .

9.00pm The 100  E4  More from the

post-apocalyptic teen drama.

9.00pm How To Get Away With 
Murder universal  See preview, left.

10.00pm Happyish
SKY atlantic See preview, left.

10.00pm Raised By Wolves
Channel 4  See preview, left.

10.00pm Grey’s Anatomy
SKY LIVING  See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



ArmyGirls channel4, 9pm

Gender equality is sadly still a long way of (hello,

it’s 2016!), but it’s a big time to be female in the British

military right now, as the government looks to allow

women to fight on the front lines by the end of this year.

As the policy gets closer to implementation, this new

series follows 47 female army recruits in the UK over

a tough 14-week training course. ★★★ JEN CROTHERS

NEW SERIES

“So, thisgunis

bloody heavy”

Colony
sky 1, 9pm

This alien invasion series

comes to us from the brains 

of the people who brought 

us Lost and The Strain 

(specifically Carlton Cuse, 

see right). Although it’s  

very much popped from the 

Independence Day  mould, 

it focuses  on the situation 

after the invasion. A near- 

future Los Angeles is 

controlled by a mysterious 

outside force, represented 

by freaky floating robot 

things. Former FBI man 

Will Sullivan (Lost looker 

Josh Holloway,) and his 

wife Katie (The Walking 

Dead’s Sarah Wayne 

Callies) became separated 

from their 12-year-old  

son during the invasion. 

Understandably, they want 

to find him again, but there 

are terrible consequences 

for people who break the 

rules. Authority figure  

Alan Snyder (House’s  

Peter Jacobson) gives Will

a chance to be reunited with

his son, but there’s a price 

to be paid. Dilemmaville.  

★★★★ JASON ARNOPP
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The Big Bang 
Theory
channel 4, 8.30pm

Sheldon’s all excited when

his beloved Grandma, aka

“Meemaw” – guest star

June Squibb out of the film

Nebraska  – comes to visit.

But his excitement quickly

fades when she clashes with

Amy. In other lady-related

events, Raj is all of a flutter

when he meets a new girl

at the comic-book store.

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Bear Grylls: 
Mission Survive
itv, 9pm

You’d think that, by now, 

Bear would’ve already  

put the celebs through the 

worst of it. But no. With the 

finish line in sight, there  

are still steep clif faces to 

traverse, flooded rockpools 

to forage in, and a 65ft clif 

face to climb before Bear’s 

Mission Survivor is named . 

He’s a hard one to please. 

★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

Line Of Duty
bbc2, 9pm 

Each week we can hardly 

say anything without giving 

something important away.

So, as far as this episode 

goes, let’s just say DS 

Arnott continues to find 

crucial evidence in the 

Danny Waldron case, and 

his theory is confirmed. 

Other than that, all you 

need to know is that every  

scene buzzes with intensity. 

★★★★★  BOYD HILTON  

DON’T-
MISS  

TV

i thought  
alien robots  

would be more  
fun than this 

Thursday
7 APRIL

TV
NEW!
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StewartLee’s
ComedyVehicle
BBC2,10pm

In the finale of the current

run, the topic is childhood.

Few other comics take the

time to hone their material

to this quality: Stew spends

a year before each series

testing his deadpan

monologues live. And

what does he get for his

trouble eachweekfrom

Chris Morris? Abuse.

★★★★★JASONARNOPP

TheGoodWife
more4,9pm

Take your pick of which US

drama’s current fictional 

Presidential campaign is 

most thrilling  Scandal, 

House Of Cards or this one. 

Tensions run high as the 

Florrick family is confined 

to Peter’s campaign bus 

with Eli and Ruth on their 

way to the Iowa vote. And 

Peter attempts a high risk 

political stunt to gain votes . 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

CelebrityJuice
itv,10pm

Moresaucybehaviourfrom

Keith Lemon, as he dreams 

up new ways to embarrass 

his team captains Holly and 

Fearne, plus show regular 

Gino D’Acampo. This 

week’s guests are actors Sid 

“Rickaaay” Owen  and Will 

Mellor, former Superman 

Dean Cain and everybody’s 

second favourite former 

Pussycat Doll, Ashley 

Roberts. ★★★ JASON ARNOPP

OTHER SHOWS BY

The cool-named writer has created quite
a few quality dramas in his time…

Lost
available on dvd

The show which made Cuse’s name as

co-creator,along with that ofJJAbrams.

Lost’s story of the survivors of a plane

crash changed the face ofTVforever.

The Returned
netflix

An adaptation of the French seriesLes

Revenants, in which long-dead people

suddenly start returning to the town

they lived in.

The Strain
available on dvd

The eccentric vampire sci-fi saga based 

on books co-written by Guillermo Del 

Toro is about to reach its third season. 

Rupert Penry-Jones (above) stars.

Bates Motel
universal, Tuesday/netflix

A prequel to Hitchcock’s 1960 film 

Psycho, but in a modern setting. It 

depicts the lives of Norman Bates and 

his mother before the shower debacle. 

CARLTON CUSE 
7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7pm Emmerdale ITV

Chrissie confronts her father, with 

unexpected results. Continues at 8pm.

7.30pm EastEnders bbc1

Les tells Ronnie he has received news of her 

death. Blimey.

8pm Masterchef  BBC1   

Five more amateur cooks compete for a place 

in tomorrow’s quarter-final. 

8pm Millionaires’ Mansions  channel4    

A look into the interiors of expensive homes 

we can’t and won’t ever a�ord. Soz about 

that. 

8.00pm DC’s Legends 
Of Tomorrow  Sky 1   

A Waverider malfunction sends 

the team into Star City in 2046.

8.30pm The Big Bang Theory  E4   

See preview, left.

9.00pm How To Stay Young 
BBC1 One-o� with Angela Rippon 

and Dr Chris van Tulleken, who are 

investigating the ageing process. 

Fascinating. 

9.00pm Line Of Duty  BBC2

See preview, left.

9.00pm Bear Grylls: Mission Survive  
itv See preview, left. 

9.00pm Army Girls Channel 4   

See preview, left.

9.00pm  Colony SKY 1

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine  e4 Peralta 

o�ers a drug case to Scully and Hitchcock. 

9.00pm The Good Wife
more4 See preview, left.

10.00pm Stewart Lee’s Comedy
Vehicle bbc2 See preview, left.

10.00pm Alan Carr: Chatty 
Man  Channel 4  Jamie Oliver, 

Amanda Holden and Alesha Dixon 

have a chinwag with Alan.

10.00pm Celebrity Juice ITV2  

See preview, left.

10.00pm Big Boobs Gone Bad :  
A Botched Up Bodies Special CHANNEL 5 

Beware the  busty bosom. 

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

LAST EP!
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Supergirl Sky1,8pm

Kara the Supergirl ofers to help Winn when his father,

psycho supervillain Toyman, breaks out of prison.

Meanwhile, Alex talks Hank into shapeshifting his way

into Lord Industries, determined as he is to uncover

Maxwell’s plans. Oh, and Calista Flockhart’s Cat ofers

Lucy Lane a job at her company.★★★★LIAMWRIGHT

Lookalikes
channel4,10pm

Described by Channel 4 as

a “structured, fly on the

wall comedy”, Lookalikes

takes a peek inside, um,

a lookalike agency run by

Andy Harmer, who’s been

impersonating David

Beckham for 17 years. With

a voiceover by a pretendy

Morgan Freeman, this first

episode follows Andy and

his sidekicks “Posh” and

“David Brent” as they

search for fresh faces to

add to their roster of 270

lookylikeys. This involves

accosting a man sitting on

a bench and telling him

he resembles Stephen

Hawking, and auditioning

various rubbish would be

pretenders, such as “Simon

Pegg” and “Simon Cowell”.

As none of the people

involved are professional

actors, it’s all a bit stilted

and wooden, although

Brian Belo auditioning to

be his own lookalike is an

inspired touch . So for now,

we’ll just describe it as “a bit

bonkers” and leave it at that.

★★★JULIEEMERY

NEW!

The Blacklist 
Sky Living, 9pm

Red goes on the hunt for  

a serial killer who uses 

murder as performance art. 

Creepy. When details of the 

crime appear online before 

the police investigation, 

they realise the killer is 

hacking into webcams. 

Double creepy. But, when 

Red digs deeper, he finds 

out the murderer’s next 

target may be rather close  

to home. ★★★ LISA HOWELLS

Billy Connolly’s 
Tracks Across 
America
ITV, 9pm

British celebs never tire of 

travelling across America 

–  Stephen Fry drove a black 

cab , Trevor McDonald  

got a boat and  now Billy 

Connolly takes the train. 

Tonight, he meets  a farmer 

who grows cannabis, some 

elephant seals, and various 

border control oicials. 

★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Travel Man
Channel 4, 8.30pm

Richard Ayoade usually 

mini-breaks in Europe, but 

tonight he goes to Dubai, 

joined by Johnny Vegas. 

They stay at the Atlantis 

Hotel, on the world’s largest 

man-made island,  in a suite 

with five balconies, and visit 

the biggest shopping centre 

in the world, and the world’s 

tallest building. That’s 

rather a lot of  big things.  

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

SUPERHERO FUN “I’m super, girl”

just another 
standard  
day in the  

office, yeah?

Friday
8 APRIL

TV
YEP, DAVID GUETTA 

HAS GOT A LOOKALIKE
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The Graham 
Norton Show
BBC1, 10.35pm

There’s a fine gaggle of 

guests this week. Ricky 

Gervais and Eric Bana talk 

about their new Netflix film,  

Special Correspondents,  

Dame Helen Mirren will be 

chatting about tense new 

movie Eye In The Sky, plus  

Hollywood legend Kevin 

Costner, Ewan McGregor 

and music from Meghan 

Trainor. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Knock Knock
Sky Movies Premiere, 10pm

Want to see Keanu 

Reeves tied up and 

subjected to all sorts  

of humiliations by two 

women? Then this 

underrated if schlocky 

horror thriller is for you. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

American Pie: 
The Wedding
ITV2, 9pm

The third American Pie 

movie has a  likeable cast, 

headed by Jason Biggs , 

Alyson Hannigan, and 

Seann William Scott. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIES

NEW 
COMEDY 

ALERT

Magic Mike XXL
Sky Movies Premiere, 8pm

This sequel to the hit film based on Channing Tatum’s 

time as a stripper turns out to be even more entertaining 

and raunchy than the original, as Tatum reunites with 

his erotic male dancing chums for one last blow out 

performance at a stripper convention in Florida. Along 

the way, they stop of at a beach party where we meet 

Amber Heard’s hippy photographer,  and they also have 

a high old time with Andie MacDowell’s  cougar and  

her chums. Joe Manganiello and Matt Bomer provide 

more gratuitous eye candy. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

FILM

Swoon,  

thud

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm Emmerdale itv Zak loses control

and punches Rishi.

7.30pm Football: Women’s
Euro 2017 Qualifiers BBC2

England’s women face the

Belgians (kick o� 7.55pm).

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV

Caz is shocked by Kate’s betrayal. Continues

at 8.30pm.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1

Ronnie attempts to find out who’s been

harrassing her.

8.00pm Food Unwrapped Channel 4

Bananas are great, right? Now it’s thought

they could fight flu and HIV. Bold claims.

8.00pm Supergirl Sky1 See

preview, left.

8.00pm FILM Magic Mike
XXL SKy movies premiere See

preview, left.

8.30pm MasterChef bbc1 It’s the

third quarter final for the culinary contenders.

8.30pm Travel ManChannel4

See preview, left.

9.00pm Have I Got News For You BBC1

Jo Brand hosts the panel show with guests

including Stephen Mangan.

9.00pm Billy Connolly’s Tracks 
Across America itv See preview, left.

9.00pm Gogglebox Channel4 

Opinion on the week’s telly 

straight from the sofa. 

9.00pm  FILM American Pie: 
The Wedding ITV2 See preview, left.

9.00pm  FILM Knock Knock  SKY MOVIES 

PREMIERE See preview, left.

9.00pm The Blacklist SKY LIVING

 See preview, left. 

9.30pm Boomers BBC1 The couples attend 

the naming ceremony of Alan and Joyce’s 

granddaughter. 

10.00pm Lookalikes  Channel 4 

See preview, left.

10.35pm The Graham 
Norton Show  bbc1 See 

preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING
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Be chucked off Made In Chelsea this season  

or be in the show forever? 

My goodness, be in it for the rest of time. Obviously. 

Because it’s fun – you get to have fun with your friends, you 

get great opportunities, and why not? It’s quite a cool job. 

Have a thing with Spencer Matthews in secret  

or not have a thing, but everyone thinks you have? 

Not have a thing with Spencer – I’d make everyone  

believe me in the end. They’d believe me over him anyway. 

Get a furious telling off from your mum  

in public or have all your Twitter DMs  

published on a billboard?

My messages on the billboard. Arguing with Mum is not 

fun. I don’t really get told of that much any more, not  

by her. We’re very close. It’s either about feeding the  

dogs or whose turn it is to walk them, so it’s not too bad. 

Only be able to watch really annoying infomercials 

on TV or never be able to watch TV again? 

Never be able to watch TV again. I don’t really watch  

too much anyway, to be honest. I quite like watching  

the odd thing, but it’s not much of a problem for me.  

I’m watching Hollywood Medium as we speak, which  

is quite spiritual, so it’s quite an interesting one. 

Be reincarnated as a cat or a dog? 

A dog. Dogs have a much better life. I’m not keen  

on cats. I’ve got a King Charles Cavalier spaniel  

called Scrumble and he’s the best. 

Never have internet access ever again  

or never be able to fall in love?

Never have the internet. I don’t think I’d miss it. I’m pretty 

old-school – I like when you go to the country and they 

don’t have it. I think it’s more of a strain having internet 

access sometimes, as people get too consumed by it. 

Have your mum catching you messing about with 

a boy or catch your mum messing with someone? 

My mum catching me, 100 per cent. Absolutely disgusting. 

She wouldn’t be that gross. She’s too old for that. 

Never be able to leave the area of Chelsea or never 

enter in the first place? 

I’d stay in it. These questions are confusingly hard. 

Not be able to wear eyeliner or fake tan ever again?

Never be able to wear eyeliner. I don’t really wear  

eyeliner anyway and I love my fake tan. I get a spray  

once a week and it lasts.

Have your phone on loudspeaker for every 

conversation or use a brick one from 1997?

A brick phone. People’s phones are getting bigger anyway. 

Made In Chelsea starts on E4 in April

Would
you

rather...
W E  A S K  C E L E B S 
L I F E ’ S  T R I C K I E S T 
Q U E S T I O N S

Binky:  

not up for  

a Spencer 

fling
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on BBC One?

Catch the same day repeat at 100pm on

liveonw.comBT . Virgin . Sky


